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Online Only Auction of Bonds and Share Certificates of the World 

4th April 2018 

 

World Bonds & Shares 

 

1 (44132/1) 

A small collection of railways and tramways, comprising Chemins de Fer Ethiopiens, 500 franc share, 

1899, huge vignette of king on horseback waiting for a passing train; Caii Fierate Buzau-Nehoiasu, unissued 

500 lei share, Bucarest, 1909, steam train at top; Valencia & Liria Railway Co. Ltd., £10 share, 1888; Mexico 

Tramways Company, 1 bearer share, 1929, vignette of elecric tram; Tramways Electricos del Sud, Buenos 

Aires, £100 first mortgage debenture, 1927, printed by Waterlow; Lisbon Steam Tramways Co. Ltd., mortgage 

debnture, £100, 1873; Brazil Railway Company, £100 5% Convertible debenture, 1912, steam train at top, 

cancelled; Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Co. Ltd., 1 ordinary share, 1923, and, Compagnie des 

Chemins de Fer Danube-Save-Adriatique, bond, Vienna 1923. Generally VF -EF (9). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

2 (44132/2) 

Road Transport: A small collection comprising, Compagnie Parisienne des Voitures Electriques 

(Procedes Krieger), 'part beneficiaire', Paris 1900, vignette of 4 motor vehicles at left; Automobiles Electro-

Mecaniques, 100 franc share, Paris 1907; Automobiles Bellanger Freres, 100 franc share, Neuilly 1918; 

Minerva Motors, ordinary share, Antwerp 1927, and, S.A. d'Industrie de Commerce et de Transports Hermes, 

10 shares of 100 drachma, Athens 1925, vignette of motor truck. Generally VF -EF (5). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Reference Books and Miscellaneous 

 

3 (34288/28) 

An attractive marble box, made from marble taken from the walls of the London Stock Exchange when 

demolished in 1970, brass piano hinge and brass inscription plate on the inside of the lid, 119mm x 110mm x 

55mm high. Well made and in lovely condition apart from a small chip on the bottom edge. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

4 (42420/81) 

Burdett's Official Intelligence, 1885, 952 pages, rebound in green cloth, lists all securities quoted on the 

London Stock Exchange in that year, scarce. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

5 (42420/82) 

Burdett's Official Intelligence, 1889, 1396 pages, including some advertisements, rebound in green cloth, 

lists all securities quoted on the London Stock Exchange in that year, scarce. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

6 (38331/11) 

The Stock Exchange Official Intelligence 1936, Vol. XLVI, by Thomas Skinner, CCXX + 3488pp plus 
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adverts, black cloth covers, gilt lettering, contents mounted on front, sides include tabs denoting various 

sections. Completely disbound but contents in good condition, binding fair. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

7 (34288/29) 

Stock Exchange Sayings in Black and White, Autograph Edition, compiled by W. Eden Hooper and 

Dudley Hardy, a folio volume of 51 cartoons illustrating the slang terms used by stock Brokers, circa 1900, 

each single side on heavy duty paper. Excelent condition and a scarce volue limited to 1000 copies. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

Africa - Ethiopia 

 

8 (42910/42) 

Ethiopia: Cie. Imperiale des Chemins de Fer Éthiopiens, a group of 10 certificates for 500 franc shares, 

Paris 1899, superb huge vignette of the King and entourage waiting for a steam train, yellow and brown, with 

coupons. Some toning and nicks at edges, otherwise VF or thereabouts (10). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

Africa - Ivory Coast 

 

9 (41550/61) 

Ivory Coast: Compagnie Agricole Commerciale & Industrielle de Badikaha, a group of 15 certificates for 

100 franc shares, 1948, ornate border, underprint of natives, with coupons. EF (15). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

Africa - Madagascar 

 

10 (44171/1) 

Madagascar: Societe Franco-Antankare, founders shares, Angers 189[8], #145, of ONLY 800 issued, 

ornate border of bamboo, steamship bottom left, buffalo head and foliage at top, black with pink underprint, 

with coupons. The company traded into Northern Madagascar. VF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Africa - South Africa 

 

11 (43846/10) 

South Africa: Cape of Good Hope Diamond Mining Co. Ltd., bearer warrant for 5 shares of £5, 1881, 

vignette of miner, mauve, with coupons. Owned a block of 49 claims in the Dutoitspan Mine, Griqualand West. 

GVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

12 (43846/2) 

South Africa: Transvalia Land Exploration and Mining Co. Ltd., a set of 4 specimen certificates from the 
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Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. archive for 1, 5, 10 and 25 shares of £1, 18- (circa 1890), ornate borders, arms 

with flags at top, text in English, french and German, black with brown, green, blue and pink underprints 

respectively, with coupons, small hole cancels. EF (4). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

Ottoman Empire & Middle East 

 

13 (42437/31) 

Ottoman Empire: Unified Converted Debt, 1906, £20 bond, #1,693,500, red; 1908 4% Loan, £20 bond, 

#65455, green, and 1909 4% Loan, £20 bond, #286552, brown, all large format pieces with architectural 

borders, text in English, French and Arabic, with coupons. Together with an official copy of a Unified Debt of 

Egypt 7% loan, 1876, red Arabic overprint. Generally VF, the last fine. (4 items) 

Estimate £80-120 

 

14 (43553/14) 

Ottoman Empire; Brasseries Turques (Bomonti-Nectar), a probable specimen certificate for one share of 

100 Swiss francs, 1928, attractive vignettes of the brewery at top and bottom, ornate border incorporates star 

and crescent, green and black, text in arabic and French, not numbered, with coupons. Small star hole 

cancels, EF and rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

15 (42910/40) 

Ottoman Empire/Armenia: Societe Commerciale Ottomane, one share of 5T£, Constantinople 1911, 

#16139, ornate border, mauve and black, text in French, Arabic and Armenian, adhesive Ottoman revenue 

stamp, with coupons. Not to be confused with an earlier company of the same name, liquidated in 1875 during 

the financial crisis. The name of this changed to Banque Commerciale Ottomane, perhaps to avoid the 

confusion and recent memory of its failure. Although based in Constantinople the officers appear to be of 

ASrmenian origin. EF. 

Estimate £40-50 

 

Egypt 

 

16 (42913/3) 

Egypt: Compagnie Universelle du Canal Maritime de Suez, 3% Obligation 500 francs, 2nd series, 

4.6.1885, #181989. attractive plan vignette showing route of the canal. blue and yellow, with coupons. The 

famous Suez Canal Company was founded in 1858 by Ferdinand de Lesseps (1805-94). Initially, the majority 

of the shareholders were private investors from France, with Egypt also having a significant stake. After ten 

years of construction and despite bitter opposition by the British government, Lesseps and his company 

opened the canal in 1869. It had an immediate and dramatic effect on world trade. Combined with the 

American transcontinental railroad completed six months earlier, it allowed the world to be circled in record 

time. Beautiful, large picture of the canal and Egyptian monuments. Between 1879 and 1914 the company 

issued three series of 3% Bonds for a total of 27 million Francs. The shareholder meeting in 1885 accepted 

this second series and the bonds were placed between 1887 and 1902. Printed Signature of Prince Auguste 

Louis Albéric d'Arenberg (1837-1924), President of the Company between 1896 and 1913. EF [R8*]. 

Estimate £1,000-2,000 
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17 (42913/2) 

Egypt: Compagnie Universelle du Canal Maritime de Suez, 'action de jouissance', 1924, a specimen 

certificate by Inp. E. Desfosses in Paris, attractive vignette of the canal, ships, sphinx and architectural border, 

red-brown and blue, with coupons, small hole cancels. The famous Suez Canal Company was founded in 

1858 by Ferdinand de Lesseps (1805-94). Initially, the majority of the shareholders were private investors 

from France, with Egypt also having a significant stake. After ten years of construction and despite bitter 

opposition by the British government, Lesseps and his company opened the canal in 1869. It had an 

immediate and dramatic effect on world trade. Combined with the American transcontinental railroad 

completed six months earlier, it allowed the world to be circled in record time. GVF and possibly unique 

[R12*]. 

Estimate £800-1,000 

 

18 (44132/6) 

Egypt: Egyptian Delta Light Railways Ltd., a small group of certificates comprising 1 deferred share of £10, 

19[01]; 1 preference share of £10, 19[38] and 5 preference shares of £10, 190[6], all with very ornate borders, 

brown, blue and red respectively, printed by Bradbury, Wilkinson, with coupons. Better than usual condition, 

VF-EF (3). 

Estimate £50-60 

 

19 (42437/49) 

Egypt: Egyptian Land Companies comprising Egyptian Land & General Trust Ltd., 100 shares of £1, 

London 190[5], #F3, attractive piece with crocodile by riverside, brown and blue, with coupons; United 

Egyptian Lands Ltd., 1 deferred share of 1/-, 190[7], #A1421, town and river view, green, with coupons, and, 

Helouan (Egypt) Development Co. Ltd., 5 ordinary shares of £1, 190[7], #2777, lovely underprint vignette of 

sphinx and pyramids, green and brown, with coupons. VF - EF and an attractive lot. (3 items) 

Estimate £80-120 

 

20 (42437/46) 

Egypt: Wardan Estate Company S.A., warrant to bearer for 1 deferred share, Cairo 190[4], #0228, large 

format, oxen with plough under title, ornate border with agricultural scenes at left, green, printed by Waterlow 

Bros. & Layton, with coupons. Slightly ragged left edge otherwise EF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

21 (42437/47) 

Egypt: Wardan Estate Company S.A., warrant to bearer for 1 ordinary share, Cairo 190[6], #4876, large 

format, oxen with plough under title, ornate border with agricultural scenes at left, mauve, printed by Waterlow 

Bros. & Layton, with coupons. EF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

22 (44133/31) 

Palestine: Bank Zerubabel, certificate for £P5, Tel-Aviv, 19[45], #49747, large format with ornate border, 

green and black. Wear at centre fold, VF. 

Estimate £40-50 

 

23 (42437/22) 

Palestine: Jewish Colonial trust (Juedische Colonialbank) Ltd., £1 ordinary shares, 1[911], #55647, 

vignettes in each corner including factory, dockside and the Wailing Wall, blue and black with yellow 
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underprint of map of Palestine, red seal, with coupons. Corners rounded, numerous cancellation holes but no 

folds, VF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

Asia - Borneo 

 

24 (42910/36) 

Borneo: L'Union Fonciere, 25 franc share, Paris 1896, #50624, attractivepiece with vignettes of femnale 

figures and children, large building in backgroun, presumable from the artsts imagination, blue, with coupons. 

The company owned the Paloh concession of 70,000 hectares in the Kalimantan district of what is now 

Indonesian territory.  

Estimate £50-60 

 

Asia - China 

 

25 (44142/17) 

China: A trio of bonds comprising Shanghai-Nanking Railway Loan, 1904, #05598; 1912 5% Gold Loan, 

£100, #20741 and Shanghai Hangchow Ningpo Railway Loan, 1936, £50 bond, #8007, all with coupons. 

The firsat with repaired tear at bottom otherwise VF (3) 

Estimate £100-150 

 

26 (44189/23) 

China: A collection/accumulation of bonds comprising 1898, German, £25, £50 and £100; 1910, Tientsin 

Pukow Railway Supplementary Loan, £20, German issue; 1912 Gold Loan, £20 and £100; 1919 Vickers 

Loan, £100, 2 examples; 1921 Lung Tsing U Hai Railway, unissued reserve stock; 1928 Lung Tsing U Hai 

Railway, Dutch loan receipt, 2nd tranche; Shanghai Hangchow Ningpo Railway, 1936, £100 bonds, 2 

examples; 1917 Military Loan, 100 yuan, 2 examples, and, other Chinese pieces (6), and Russian bonds (6). 

Varied condition, F-VF (26). 

Estimate £400-500 

 

27 (44069/18) 

China: 1895 4% Gold Loan, bond for 500 francs, #466768, issued in St.Petersburg, ornate border, brown, 

black and yellow, red 'chop', cancelled with 5 large holes as usual, no coupons. Heavy creasing especially 

through centre with some paper splits, F. 

Estimate £450-550 

 

28 (44069/64) 

China: 1898, 4½% Gold Loan, bond for £25, issued by HSBC, #000764, large format, re3d and black, red 

'chop' in centre, with coupons. Small piece missing from bottom right corner not affecting the design, small 

edge nicks, VF. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

29 (44189/10) 

China: 1898 4½% Gold Loan, bond for £100, issued by HSBC, large format, ornate border, brown and black, 

red 'chop' in centre, with coupons. VF with the usual edge problems. 
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Estimate £40-60 

 

30 (42690/15) 

China: 1898 4½% Gold Loan, a group of 18 bonds for £100, issued by HSBC, large format, ornate borders, 

brown and black, red 'chop' in centre, with coupons. Mixed condition, F-VF (18 items) 

Estimate £400-500 

 

31 (44069/43) 

China: 1898, 4½% Gold Loan, £500 bond, #000670, issued by the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking 

Corporation, large format, ornate border, mauve and black, red 'chop' in centre, with coupons. Small piece 

missing from bottom left corner not affecting the design, F-AVF [R6]. 

Estimate £400-500 

 

32 (44069/45) 

China: 1898 4½% Gold Loan, unissued £25 bond from the reserve stock, issued by Deutsch-Asiatische 

Bank, large format, ornate border, red and black, not numbered, no red chop in centre, with all coupons. EF 

and scarce [R8]. 

Estimate £400-500 

 

33 (44069/46) 

China: 1898 4½% Gold Loan, unissued £50 bond from the reserve stock, issued by Deutsch-Asiatische 

Bank, large format, ornate border, orange and black, not numbered, no red chop in centre, with all coupons. 

EF and scarce [R8]. 

Estimate £400-500 

 

34 (44069/69) 

China: 1898 4½% Gold Loan, a group of bonds comprising £25, £50 and £100, German issue and £100, 

English issue, large format, with coupons. F-VF, ink stain on £50 (4). 

Estimate £100-150 

 

35 (44142/6) 

China: 1898 4½% Gold Loan, a group of 4 bonds for £50, issued by the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, large 

format, orange and black, with coupons. One with repaired tear otherwise most with edge tears, F+ (4). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

36 (42690/13) 

China: 1898 4½% Gold Loan, a group of 10 bonds for £50, issued by the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, large 

format, ornate borders, orange and black, red 'chop' in centre, with coupons. Mixed condition, F-VF (10 items) 

Estimate £150-180 

 

37 (42690/14) 

China: 1898 4½% Gold Loan, a group of 15 bonds for £100, issued by the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, large 

format, ornate borders, brown and black, red 'chop' in centre, with coupons. Mixed condition, F-VF (15 items) 

Estimate £300-400 
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38 (43388/13) 

China: 1899 Chinese Imperial Railway 5% Gold Loan, £100 bond, #10501, large format, ornate border, 

brown with pale blue underprint, red 'chop' in centre, with coupons. Ink stain centre right and a little grubby 

otherwise VF. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

39 (43388/12) 

China: 1899 Chinese Imperial Railway 5% Gold Loan, £100 bond, #14382, large format, ornate border, 

brown with pale blue underprint, red 'chop' in centre, with coupons. GVF and one of the nicest condition we 

have seen for some time. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

40 (44142/7) 

China: 1899 5% Imperial Railway Gold Loan, bond for £100, #15555, large format, ornate border, brown, 

blue underprint, with coupons. Spilt at fold, a few edge tears, F-VF. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

41 (44069/17) 

China: 1902 4% Russian State Loan, Chinese Boxer Indemnity, a set of 4 bonds for 500, 1000, 2000 and 

5000 reichsmark, all with ornate border, multicoloured with Russian eagle top left and Chinese dragons top 

right, with coupons. VF and better (4). 

Estimate £50-60 

 

42 (44069/19) 

China: 1902 5% Gold 'Cheng-Ting Railway Loan', bond for 500 francs, Paris 1903, #59561, large format, 

ornate border incorporating dragons and architectural designs, brown and black, green underprint, lacks the 

usual 2 coupons. GVF and scarce. 

Estimate £150-200 

 

43 (44069/65) 

China: 1903 Shanghai - Nanking Railway, 5% Loan, pair of £100 bonds dated 1904, #8521 and 1907, 

#27250, large format, red, with coupons. VF-AEF (2) 

Estimate £60-80 

 

44 (44069/16) 

China: 1903 5% Gold Loan (Kaifong - Honan Railway), pair of bonds for 500 francs, 1905, #26926 and 

1907, #51932, red, yellow underprint, with coupons. F-VF (2). 

Estimate £40-50 

 

45 (44189/17) 

China: 1905 5% Honan Railway Gold Loan, £100 bond, 1st ussue, #3139, large format, ornate border, 

green and black with yellow underprint, with coupons. Tear (30mm) at top edge, smaller tear bottom edge. 

VF. 

Estimate £50-60 
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46 (44069/14) 

China: Chinese Imperial Government, 1905 Honan Railway 5% Gold Loan, bond for £100, first issue, 

#5319, ornate border, blue-green and black with yellow underprint, coupons glued at right edge, red 'chop'. 

Edge tear at left, F-VF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

47 (44069/15) 

China: Chinese Imperial Government, 1905 Honan Railway 5% Gold Loan, bond for £100, second issue, 

dated 1906, #7138, ornate border, blue-green and black with yellow underprint, coupons glued at right edge, 

red 'chop'. VF-EF and rare in this condition. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

48 (44069/47) 

China: 1907 Canton Kowloon Railway 5% Golod Loan, £100 bond, #5842, large format, red and black, 

printed by Waterlow, with coupons. VF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

49 (44069/13) 

China: 1908 5% Gold Loan, Bond for £20 issued by the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, 

#027429, walled city at top, green and black, red chop bottom centre, printed by Waterlow, no coupons 

remain as is usual. Edge tears at top edge otherwise VF and scarce. 

Estimate £200-250 

 

50 (44069/12) 

China: 1908 5% Gold Loan, Bond for £100 issued by the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, 

#014312, walled city at top, mauve and black, red chop bottom centre, printed by Waterlow, no coupons 

remain as is usual. Tear at bottom edge and split at right, AVF. 

Estimate £150-180 

 

51 (44189/6) 

China: 1908 5% Gold Loan, Bond for £100 issued by the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, 

#010349, walled city at top, mauve and black, red chop bottom centre, printed by Waterlow, no coupons 

remain as is usual. GVF and better than usual for this issue. 

Estimate £150-200 

 

52 (44189/20) 

China: 1908 5% Gold Loan, a group of 3 bonds for £20, issued by the Banque de L'Indo-Chine, walled city at 

top, green and black, no coupons as usual. All have edge tears, F (3). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

53 (44142/8) 

China: 1908 5% Gold Loan, a group of 6 bonds for £20, issued by the Banque de L'Indo-Chine, walled city at 

top, green and black, no coupons as usual. Three have a few small edge tears otherwise VF (6). 

Estimate £200-300 
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54 (44069/67) 

China: 5% Tientsin-Pukow Railway Loans, a group of bonds, all issued by the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, 

comprising 1908, £20 (2), one with original coupons and £100, 1910, £20 and £100, large format, mauve and 

green and pink, with coupons. Generally VF (5). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

55 (44069/66) 

China: 1908 5% Tientsin-Pukow Railway Loan, £100 bond with £50 repaid in 1926, #26221, large format, 

orange, with blue coupons; together withanother £100 bond, #20775. The first F-VF, the second GF (2). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

56 (43388/14) 

China: 1910, 5% Tientsin Pukow Railway Supplementary Loan, a group of 22 bonds for £100, issued by 

Chinese Central Railways Ltd., large format, green and black, printed by Waterlow, with coupons. Generally 

F-VF (22). 

Estimate £500-600 

 

57 (44069/11) 

China: Chinese Imperial Government, 1911 5% Railway Loan, bond for 100 yen issued by Yokohama 

Specie Bank, #000102, dragons at top, blue and black, yellow underprint, with coupons. Creased left edge, 

VF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

58 (44069/10) 

China: Chinese Imperial Government, 1911 5% Railway Loan, bond for 500 yen issued by Yokohama 

Specie Bank, #000053, dragons at top, mauve and black, blue underprint, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

59 (44069/9) 

China: Chinese Imperial Government, 1911 5% Railway Loan, bond for 1000 yen issued by Yokohama 

Specie Bank, #003674, dragons at top, orange and black, blue underprint, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

60 (44069/8) 

China: Chinese Imperial Government, 1911 5% Railway Loan, bond for 5000 yen issued by Yokohama 

Specie Bank, #000385, dragons at top, green and black, pink underprint, with coupons. Edge tear, AVF. 

Estimate £500-600 

 

61 (44069/61) 

China: 1911 5% Hukuang Railways Gold Loan, bond for £20, issued by HSBC, #479, large format, steam 

train at top, green, printed by Waterlow, with coupons, nly 2500 issued. GVF and scarce. 

Estimate £80-100 
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62 (44142/16) 

China: 1911 5% Hukuang Railways Gold Loan, bond for £20, issued by HSBC, #718, large format, steam 

train at top, green, printed by Waterlow, with coupons, only 2500 issued. GVF and scarce. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

63 (43388/15) 

China: 1911 5% Hukuang Railways Gold Loan, a group of 9 bonds for £100, issued by HSBC, large format, 

steam train at top, printed by Waterlow, with coupons. Two are only Fine but the remainder AVF or 

thereabouts (9). 

Estimate £400-500 

 

64 (44069/60) 

China: 1911 5% Hukuang Railways Gold Loan, pair of bonds for £20 and £100, issued by Banque de 

L'Indo-Chine, large format, steam train at top, green and red respectively, printed by Waterlow, with coupons. 

GVF and AVF respectively (2). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

65 (44189/21) 

China: 1911 5% Hukuang Railways Gold Loan, bonds for £20 and £100 (2), issued by Banque de L'Indo-

Chine, large format, steam train at top, green and red respectively, printed by Waterlow, with coupons. The 

first VF, theothers F or a little better (3). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

66 (44069/63) 

China: 1911 5% Hukuang Railways Gold Loan, bond for £100, issued by Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, 

#89889, large format, steam train at top, red, printed by Waterlow, with coupons. Heavy centre fold, F-VF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

67 (44069/58) 

China: Imperial Chinese Government, 5% Hukuang Railways Sinking Fund Gold Loan, 1911, £20 bond, 

issued by the American Banks syndicate, large format, vignette of steam train at top, green, printed by 

Waterlow & Sons Ltd, with coupons. Only 150 of this bond were issued and this is only the 4th example we 

have handled in the last 10 years. Small tear at left edge and some surface dirt but F-VF and rare. 

Estimate £1,500-2,000 

 

68 (44069/62) 

China: 1911 5% Hukuang Railways Gold Loan, bond for £100, issued by American Banks Consortium, 

#111651, large format, steam train at top, red, printed by Waterlow, with coupons. AVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

69 (40823/21) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, a group of 12 bonds for £20, large format, blue, yellow underprint, with 

coupons. F-VF (12). 

Estimate £350-400 
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70 (43806/3) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, a group of 20 bonds for £20, large format, blue, yellow underprint, with 

coupons. F-VF, some better (20). 

Estimate £500-700 

 

71 (44069/7) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £100, #11520, large format, turquoise, with coupons. VF-EF 

and scarce in this condition. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

72 (43806/4) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £100, #18267, large format, turquoise, turquoise underprint, 

with coupons. VF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

73 (44142/10) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £500, #413, large format, brown, blue underprint, with coupons. 

Folds, AVF and rare. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

74 (44142/11) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £500, #880, large format, brown, blue underprint, with coupons. 

Small ink stain, ragged bottom edge, AVF and rare. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

75 (44069/6) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £500, #1303, large format, brown, blue underprint, with 

coupons. GF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

76 (43806/5) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £500, #1507, large format, brown, blue underprint, with 

coupons. VF. 

Estimate £400-500 

 

77 (44142/9) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £1000, #239, large format, red, yellow underprint, with coupons. 

AVF and rare. 

Estimate £1,800-2,000 

 

78 (43806/7) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £1000, #276, large format, red, yellow underprint, with coupons. 

VF and rare. 
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Estimate £1,800-2,200 

 

79 (43806/6) 

China: 1912 5% Gold 'Crisp' Loan, bond for £1000, #729, large format, red, yellow underprint, with coupons. 

F-VF. 

Estimate £1,800-2,000 

 

80 (44069/3) 

China, 1912 6% Treasury Bills, issued by the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, bond for 1000 Shanghai Taels or 

2745 marks, Lit C, #170 (K. 269C), brown with yellow underprint, large red 'chop' in centre. A total of 600 

bonds were issued, 75 of each tranche. There are minor difference of printing on the front but coupons sheets 

have varying numbers of coupons. GVF and very rare. 

Estimate £1,000-1,200 

 

81 (44069/48) 

China: 1913 Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, £20 bond, #B052939, large format, ornate border, blue and 

black, with original coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £350-500 

 

82 (44069/49) 

China: 1913 Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, £20 bond, #B214652, large format, ornate border, blue and 

black, with coupons. Bottom right corner torn away into border, otherwise VF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

83 (44189/4) 

China: 1913 Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, £20 bond, #B048980, large format, ornate border, blue and 

black, with original coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

84 (44189/11) 

China: 1913 Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, £20 bond, #B044170, large format, ornate border, blue and 

black, red 'chops' at bottom. Tape residue at right edge and repair at left, GVF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

85 (44069/50) 

China: 1913 Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, £20 bond, #B231518, later tranche (Kuhlmann 282), large 

format, ornate border, blue and black, with new coupons. Still with counterfoil, EF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

86 (44069/52) 

China: 1913 Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, £20 bond, unissued reserve stock, no serial number, with 

extra sheet of coupons 1937-1961 (Kuhlmann 281RS NC), large format, ornate border, blue and black. EF. 

Estimate £80-100 
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87 (44069/51) 

China: 1913 Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, £20 bond, unissued reserve stock, no serial number, large 

format, ornate border, blue and black, with coupons. EF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

88 (44189/12) 

China: 1913 5% Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, a group of 6 unissued reserve stock bonds for £20, large 

format, blue, with counterfoil and full coupons. EF-UNC (6). 

Estimate £300-400 

 

89 (44189/3) 

China: 1913 5½% Gold Loan of the Province of Petchili, bond for £20, Antwerp, #13649, text in French 

and English, very large format, red chop at bottom, ornate border, vignette at top of Chinese shipping scene, 

brown and black, with coupons. Damage and some paper loss at bottom edge otherwise VF. 

Estimate £100-150 

 

90 (44069/44) 

China: 1913 5½% Gold Loan of the Province of Petchili, bond for £20, Antwerp, #9888, text in French and 

English, very large format, red chop at bottom, ornate border, vignette at top of Chinese shipping scene, 

brown and black, with coupons. Annotation top margin, GVF. 

Estimate £200-250 

 

91 (42437/25) 

China: 1913 5½% Gold Loan of the Province of Petchili, bond for £20, Antwerp, #8777, text in French and 

English, very large format, red chop at bottom, ornate border, vignette at top of Chinese shipping scene, 

brown and black, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £200-250 

 

92 (44189/13) 

China: 1913 5½% Gold Loan of the Province of Petchili, bond for £20, Antwerp, #23965, text in French 

and English, very large format, red chop at bottom, ornate border, vignette at top of Chinese shipping scene, 

brown and black, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £200-300 

 

93 (44069/34) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, 'Interimsschein' (Provisional certificate) for 409 Marks, issued 

by Deutsch-Asiatische Bank in June 1913, ornate border, black, blue underprint, 2 holoe cancels. VF and 

scarce. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

94 (44069/35) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, Bond for £100, issued by HSBC, Mercury at top, blue and 

black, with coupons. Tiny tear at right edge, EF. 

Estimate £80-100 
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95 (43806/9) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a pair of bonds for £20 and one for £100, issued by HSBC, 

Mercury at top, brown and blue respectively, with coupons. F-VF, tape missing on all (3). 

Estimate £150-200 

 

96 (40823/25) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 16 bonds for £20, issued by HSBC, Mercury at top, 

brown, with coupons. Generally VF, some better (16). 

Estimate £700-900 

 

97 (43806/10) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 46 bonds for £20, issued by HSBC, Mercury at top, 

brown, with coupons. Generally VF, a few better (46). 

Estimate £1,800-2,200 

 

98 (44142/5) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 49 bonds for £20, issued by the HSBC, Mercury at 

top, brown and black, with coupons. Mixed condition but mostly VF-EF (49). 

Estimate £1,500-1,800 

 

99 (44069/56) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, pair of bonds for 505 francs, issued by BIC and 409 marks, 

issued by DAB, Mercury at top, brown and black, with coupons. GVF-EF (2). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

100 (44142/2) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 3 bonds for Francs505/£20, issued by the Banque 

de L'Indo-Chine, Mercury at top, brown and black, with coupons. GVF (3). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

101 (40823/26) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 25 bonds for 505 francs, issued by the Banque de 

L'Indo-Chine, Mercury at top, brown, with coupons. Generally VF or thereabouts (25). 

Estimate £1,000-1,200 

 

102 (43806/8) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a pair of bonds for M2045/£100, #850259 and #873159, issued 

by the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, Mercury at top, blue, with coupons. GVF and VF, the last missing blue tape 

at top (2). 

Estimate £150-200 
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103 (40823/22) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 3 bonds for £100, issued by the Deutsch-Asiatische 

Bank, Mercury at top, blue, with coupons. VF or therabouts (3). 

Estimate £200-250 

 

104 (44142/4) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 5 bonds for M2045/£100, issued by the Deutsch-

Asiatische Bank, Mercury at top, blue and black, with coupons. VF-EF (5). 

Estimate £350-450 

 

105 (44142/1) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 15 bonds for M409/£20, issued by the Deutsch-

Asiatische Bank, Mercury at top, brown and black, with coupons. VF-EF (15). 

Estimate £500-600 

 

106 (44069/5) 

China: 1913, 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a duplicate £20 bond, #749430, issued by the Russo Asiatic 

Bank, overstamped "Duplicate" top left and right in red, and later countersigned by the Hongkong & Shanghai 

Banking Corporation after the failure of the Russo Asiatic Bank in 1926, Mercury top, city view and peasants 

either side, brown, printed by Waterlow & Sons, with coupons. EF and rare. 

Estimate £600-800 

 

107 (44189/15) 

China: 1913, 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, Bond for 189.40 roubles, original Russian issue, #617799, 

Mercury at top, brown and black, with coupons. These were exchanged for new 'green' bonds in the 1920's 

and it is estimated that between 1000 and 2000 were not submitted for exchange at the time. EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

108 (44189/16) 

China: 1913, 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, Bond for 189.40 roubles, original Russian issue, #617823, 

Mercury at top, brown and black, with coupons. These were exchanged for new 'green' bonds in the 1920's 

and it is estimated that between 1000 and 2000 were not submitted for exchange at the time. EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

109 (44189/14) 

China: 1913, 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, Bond for 189.40 roubles, original Russian issue, #617793, 

Mercury at top, brown and black, with coupons. These were exchanged for new 'green' bonds in the 1920's 

and it is estimated that between 1000 and 2000 were not submitted for exchange at the time. EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

110 (40823/24) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 25 bonds for 189.40 roubles, issued by the Russo 

Asiatic Bank, Mercury at top, brown, with coupons. Generally VF, some better (25). 

Estimate £1,100-1,300 
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111 (44142/3) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a pair of bonds for 189.40 roubles/£20, issued by the Russo-

Asiatic Bank, Mercury at top, green and black, with coupons. One with annotation at top edge, VF-EF (2). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

112 (44069/54) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a pair of bonds for 189.40 roubles, issued by the Russo-Asiatic 

Bank, one with the Nanking Government overprint of 1930 (Kuhlmann 306 and 306A), Mercury at top, green 

and black, with coupons. AEF (2). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

113 (40823/23) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 24 bonds for 189.40 roubles, issued by the Russo 

Asiatic Bank, Mercury at top, green, with coupons. All with green tape missing but VF or therabouts (24). 

Estimate £1,000-1,200 

 

114 (44069/55) 

China: 1913 5% Reorganisation Gold Loan, a group of 3 bonds for 189.40 roubles issued by The Russo 

Asiatic Bank, the first with Russian duty stamp, the second a replacement bond in green and the last from the 

Russian issue made in Belgium, Mercury at top, brown or green and black, with coupons.EF or thereabouts 

(3). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

115 (44069/20) 

China: 1913 6% 'Austrian' Loan I, £100 bond dated September 1913, #8345, large format piece with ornate 

border, green and black, red 'chop' in centre, no coupons remain. small hole in cnetre, F-VF and rare. 

Estimate £600-800 

 

116 (44069/2) 

China: 1913 6% Arhold Karberg Loan III, £1000 bond, #166, ornate border, green and black, red 'chop' in 

centre, no coupons remain (Kuhlmann 285). Only 300 issued. AVF and extremely rare. 

Estimate £2,500-3,000 

 

117 (44069/23) 

China: 1918, 8% Treasury Bill 'Marconi' Loan, £100 bond, #001028, ornate border, red, yellow underprint, 

with coupons. Small tear at top edge otherwise GVF and scarce in this condition. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

118 (44189/19) 

China: 1918, 8% Treasury Bill 'Marconi' Loan, a group of 4 bonds for £100, ornate border, red, yellow 

underprint, with coupons. All with edge tears but minimal paper loss, F (4). 

Estimate £120-150 
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119 (44189/9) 

China: 1918, 8% Treasury Bill 'Marconi' Loan, £500 bond, #001934, ornate border, red, yellow underprint, 

with coupons. Repaired edge tears otherwise F-VF and scarce. 

Estimate £200-250 

 

120 (44069/24) 

China: 1918, 8% Treasury Bill 'Marconi' Loan, £500 bond, #001636, ornate border, red, yellow underprint, 

with coupons. Taped repairs, damaged top right edge, F but scarce, 500 issued. 

Estimate £180-220 

 

121 (44069/25) 

China: 1918, 8% Treasury Bill 'Marconi' Loan, £1000 bond, #002014, ornate border, red, yellow underprint, 

with coupons. Some edge tears with some damage to top left corner, the body however in better than usual 

condition. Rare, only 200 issued. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

122 (44069/21) 

China: 1919, 6% Two-Year Secured Gold 'Chicago Bank' Loan, $1000 bond, #112, vignette of Pagoda at 

top, orange and black, printed by the American Bank Note Co., with coupons and sheet of scrip certificates. 

GVF [R6*] 

Estimate £500-600 

 

123 (44069/4) 

China: 1919 8% Sterling Treasury Notes, 'Vickers Loan', £100 bond, #8020, with original coupons, green. 

VF and scarce. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

124 (44142/15) 

China: 1919 8% Sterling Treasury Notes, 'Vickers Loan', a group of 14 bonds for £100, green, all with 

endosement and replacement coupons. Mostly VF (14). 

Estimate £280-320 

 

125 (44142/14) 

China: 1919 8% Sterling Treasury Notes, 'Vickers Loan', bond for £500, #9737, blue, with endosement and 

replacement coupons. VF. 

Estimate £150-200 

 

126 (44069/22) 

China: 1919 8% Sterling Treasury Notes, 'Vickers Loan', set of 3 bonds for £100, £500 and £1000, green, 

blue and brown respectively, all with endosement and replacement coupons. Some creasing AVF and better 

(3). 

Estimate £400-500 
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127 (44142/13) 

China: 1919 8% Sterling Treasury Notes, 'Vickers Loan', set of 3 bonds for £100, £500 and £1000, green, 

blue and brown respectively, all with endosement and replacement coupons. Some creasing AVF and better 

(3). 

Estimate £400-500 

 

128 (44142/12) 

China: 1919 8% Sterling Treasury Notes, 'Vickers Loan', set of 3 bonds for £100, £500 and £1000, green, 

blue and brown respectively, all with endosement and replacement coupons. Some creasing AVF and better 

(3). 

Estimate £400-500 

 

129 (44069/41) 

China: 1920 & 1923 8% Dutch Loans for the Lung Tsing U Hai Railway, pair of bonds for 1000 florins, 

railway bridge at top, multicoloured, the first with coupons, the second lacking. GVF-AEF (2). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

130 (44189/18) 

China: 1920 & 1923 8% Dutch Loans for the Lung Tsing U Hai Railway, pair of bonds for 1000 florins, 

railway bridge at top, multicoloured, both with coupons. AVFand EF (2). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

131 (44069/40) 

China: 8% Lung Tsing U Hai Dutch Loans of 1920 and 1923, certificates, issued in 1928, tranche 1 and 

tranche 2, in exchange for original bonds that were currently in default (Kuhlmann 760A and 760B), ornate 

borders, green, with coupons. The 1920 and 1923 loans were eventually rescheduled at only 4% and new 

coupons issued and it is not known whether these scarce certificates could be exchanged. EF (2). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

132 (44069/68) 

China: Lung Tsing U Hai Railway, a group of unissued reserve stock bonds from the 1920, 1921 and 1923 

loans, all 500 francs, with counterfoils and all coupons; together with issued bonds of the 1920, 1921 and 

1925 loans. EF-UNC (6). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

133 (44069/59) 

China: 1922 8% Railway Equipment Loan, unissued reserve stock, bond for £20, large format, steam train 

in centre, blue and black, not numbered, with all coupons. Togethern with an issued example, #01516, EF & 

GVF (2). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

134 (44069/39) 

China: 1923 8% Lung Tsing U Hai Railway Loan, a selection of 500 franc bonds comprising unissued 

reserve stock, original coupons and with new coupons (Kuhlmann 650, 650OC and 650RS), brown. VF-EF 

(3). 
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Estimate £50-60 

 

135 (43806/2) 

China: 1925 5% Gold 'Boxer' Loan, a group of 44 bonds for $50, ornate border, brown and yellow, with 

coupons; together with National Railways of Mexico, 5 certificates, each for 10 shares nominative, First 

Preferred stock, 3 dated 1909 registrar Morton Trust and 2 dated 1910, registrar Guaranty Trust, olive green, 

with coupons. Mostly VF (49). 

Estimate £400-500 

 

136 (44069/33) 

China: 1925 8% 'Skoda' Loan, a group of 4 bonds for £5 bond, #1980, £10, #5070, £50, #10280 and £100, 

#16062, ornate borders, red 'chops' in centre, with coupons. EF (4). 

Estimate £180-220 

 

137 (44189/22) 

China: 1925 8% 'Skoda' Loan, a group of 3 bonds for £50, 2 examples #10272, #10335 and £100, #16097, 

ornate borders, red 'chops' in centre, with coupons. EF (3). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

138 (44069/32) 

China: 1925 8% 'Skoda' Loan, £500 bond, #20774, ornate border, orange and black, red 'chop' in centre, 

with coupons. Small tear at bottom edge, VF-EF. 

Estimate £250-300 

 

139 (44069/31) 

China: 1925 8% 'Skoda' Loan, £1000 bond, #26492, ornate border, red and black, red 'chop' in centre, with 

coupons. EF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

140 (44069/26) 

China: 1928 6% 'Belgian Boxer' Loan, US$100 bond, #25530, ornate border, black, green underprint, with 

coupons. Tear at bottom edge otherwise GVF. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

141 (44069/27) 

China: 1934, 6% Sterling Indemnity Loan, bond for £50, #0460, portrait of Sun Yat Sen at top, text in 

Chinese and English, brown and blue, green underprint, with coupons. Spike hole top left corner, AEF. 

Estimate £150-200 

 

142 (44069/28) 

China: 1934, 6% Sterling Indemnity Loan, bond for £100, #2340, portrait of Sun Yat Sen at top, text in 

Chinese and English, green and blue, yellow underprint, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £150-200 
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143 (44069/29) 

China: 1934, 6% Sterling Indemnity Loan, bond for £1000, #6361, portrait of Sun Yat Sen at top, text in 

Chinese and English, red and blue, pink underprint, with coupons. |Small ink stains at top left otherwise AEF 

[R8*]. 

Estimate £700-900 

 

144 (44189/5) 

China: 1936, 6% Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo Railway Completion Loan, pair of bonds for £50, #008235 

and £100, #000863, large format pieces with Sun Yat Sen top right, ornate borders, green, red and blue and 

brown, green and blue respectively, with coupons. AEF but spike hole in top margin on the latter (2). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

145 (44069/30) 

China: 1937 Secured Sinking Fund Bond (Pacific Development Loan), bond for $1000, #M743, pagoda at 

top, blue and black, with coupons, ABNCo. printing. EF and scarce. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

146 (44069/38) 

China: 1937 4% Liberty Loan, a short set of bonds for $5, $10, $50, $100 and $1000 dollars, various 

colours, red 'chops' and adhesive revenue stamps. VF-EF (5). 

Estimate £100-150 

 

147 (44069/37) 

China: 1937 4% Liberty Loan, bond for 1000 dollars, #49550, green and black,, yellow underprint, red 'chop' 

and adhesive revenue. VF-EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

148 (44069/36) 

China: 1917, 8% Military Loan, pair of bonds for 100 yuan and 1000 yuan, brown & light green and blue & 

bright green respectively, text all in Chinese, with all coupons. EF & GVF (2). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

149 (44069/53) 

China: Fukien Province, Military Loan, bond for 10 yuan, orange and green, small format. GVF and scarce. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

150 (44189/2) 

China: Shanghai Municipal Council, 6% Loan of 1926, 100 tael debenture, #D20712, grand Municpal 

offices at top, yellow and black, printed by Waterlow & Sons, with endorsement changing currency to CRB. 

GVF. 

Estimate £80-100 
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151 (42161/49) 

China: Bank of Hindustan, China & Japan Ltd., £100 share, 18[63], #641, issued to William Frederick 

Baring and signed by Deane J. Hoare as director, coat of arms at top, black. Failed and in liquidation 

during the 1866 crisis. AEF and scarce. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

152 (44069/42) 

China: Banque Industrielle de Chine, 500 franc Founders share, 1913, #2807, traditional Chinese design 

with architectural border and cityscape flanked by dragons at bottom, blue and black, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £250-300 

 

153 (43550/4) 

China: Banque Industrielle de Chine, a group of 6 certificates for 500 franc shares, 1920, consequtively 

numbered 225565 to 225570, capital 150 million, architectural border and cityscape flanked by dragons at 

bottom, yellow and black, with ALL coupons. Generally EF (6). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Asia - French Indo-China 

 

154 (43138/116) 

French Indo-China: Banque de Cochinchine S.A., 250 Franc nominative share, (1908), #00886, very 

striking design of golden sun in centre with vignettes of buidings, workers in rice field, boats on river and 

stylised dragon, text in Chinese and French, red and black, with coupons, AEF. 

Estimate £140-180 

 

Asia - India 

 

155 (42161/14) 

India: Madras Presidency, Khallikote Raj Sterling Loan 1935, 5¼% Mortgage debenture for £100, 1935, 

#2, of only 650 issued, very large format, ornate border, blue-green, printed by Waterlow & Sons, with 

coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

156 (42161/50) 

India: Bank of Hindustan, China & Japan Ltd., £100 share, 18[63], #642, issued to William Frederick 

Baring and signed by Deane J. Hoare as director, coat of arms at top, black. Failed and in liquidation 

during the 1866 crisis. AEF and scarce. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

157 (42161/51) 

India: Punjab and Cashmere Carpet Co. Ltd., £5 shares, London 1[885], #1474-93, scrollwork at left, black, 

marked 'duplicate' top margin. VF and rare. 

Estimate £40-50 
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158 (43553/12) 

India: An interesting group of certificates, comprising East Indian Railway, Irredeemable £4 10s debenture 

stock, 1906; Bombay Talkies, Ltd, 1942; Bhownugger Cotton Manufacturing Co. Ltd., ordinary and preference 

shares, 1882; Delhi Cotton Mills Co. Ltd., 1894; Goosery Cotton Mills Co. Ltd., ordinary and preference 

shares, 1896; Bengal Spinning & Weaving Co. Ltd., 1893, 2 examples, others include many cotton mills with 

vignettes, insurance and mining companies. A little duplication. Generally VF and better (45). 

Estimate £200-300 

 

Asia - French India 

 

159 (44171/19) 

French India - Pondicherry: SAVANA, Societe Anonyme de Filature et Tissage Mecanique, 100 franc 

share, Bordeaux 1924, #41364, very attractive piecewith numerous vignettes of elephants, oxen, tribal 

celebrations, Indian gods and the company's large factory, yellow, brown and blue, with coupons. 

Hole cancelled, GVF. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

Asia - Japan 

 

160 (42335/33) 

Japan: Imperial Japanese Government, 4% Loan, 1910, bond for 500 francs, no.544998, Mount Fuji at top, 

ornate border, green and black, printed by Waterlow & Sons, with coupons. VF. 

Estimate £150-200 

 

161 (43550/3) 

Japan: Ville de Tokyo (City of Tokyo), 5% Loan of 1912, bond for 500 francs, #31601, large format piece 

with vignette of tree lined river with small sailing vessel, electric tram in left border, power station in right 

border, green and black, printed by Waterlow & Sons, with coupons, together with miscellaneous certificates 

and documents (14). VF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Asia - Malaya 

 

162 (43553/11) 

Malaya: Pahang Central Tin & exploration Company Ltd., bearer warrant for 25 shares of £1, 18[90], 

#275, ornate border, black, pink underprint, with coupons.  

Estimate £40-50 

 

Asia - Thailand 

 

163 (40228/2) 

Thailand: Royal Siamese Government, 4% Sterling Conversion Loan of 1936, bond for £100, no.B8885, 

large format piece with coat of arms flanked by speeding steam train and rice field, mauve and black, printed 

by Waterlow & Sons, with coupons, a few cancellation holes. A little creased, tear at bottom edge (40mm),VF. 
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Estimate £100-120 

 

Australia & New Zealand 

 

164 (44132/4) 

Australia: Abbott's Gold Mine Ltd., Mount Vranizan, Murchison, Western Australia, £1 shares, 189[5], 

black; together with other mining certificates from South Africa, Rhodesia, Spain and U.S.A. (11). F-VF (12). 

Estimate £70-90 

 

165 (44133/10) 

Australia: Anglo-Australian Investment Finance and Land Co. Ltd (of Sydney), £100 Debenture, London 

18[90], #0462, vignette depicting a map of Australia surrounded by native figures and wildlife, scrollwork at 

left, decorative border, black, with coupons. GVF 

Estimate £60-80 

 

166 (41806/16) 

Australia: Anglo-Australian Investment Finance & Land Co. Ltd (of Sydney), £100 debenture, London 

18[90], #1292, vignette depicting a map of Australia surrounded by native figures and wildlife, scrollwork at 

left, decorative border, black, with coupons. Small repaired tear on left edge, GVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

167 (44133/3) 

Australia: Bank of South Australia Ltd., £25 shares, 18[88], #5804, scrollwork and Royal arms at left, black. 

Founded in 1837 and absorbed by the Union Bank of Australia in 1892. VF and rare. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

168 (44133/2) 

Australia: Colonial Gold Company, [50] shares, London 1853, #392, issued to Lord Thomas Pelham 

Clinton, scrollwork at left, black. A company incorporated by Royal Charter and one of many formed in the 

early 1850's after gold was found in New South Wales. GVF and rare. 

Estimate £140-180 

 

169 (44133/1) 

Australia: London & Sydney Gold Mining Company, certificate for 10 shares, 5s per share paid, 1852, 

#01041, black on blue paper. GVF and rare. 

Estimate £100-150 

 

170 (42910/35) 

Australia: Nymagee Copper Ltd., pair of bearer warrants for 5 shares, #820 and 25 shares, #380, both 

190[7], ornate borders, red and green, with coupons. Mine in the rich New South Wales copper belt which 

closed in 1917 due to labour shortage and the fall in copper prices. EF (2). 

Estimate £50-60 
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171 (43553/20) 

Australia: Victoria: A small colection of mining certificates comprising Surprise Gold Mining Co. NL, 

Redbank, £1 shares, 1[899], #491; Rocky Point Gold Mines Ltd., 1/- shares, 190[6], #118. Mines at 

Beechworth; Melbourne Democrat Gold Mines Ltd., £1 shares, 189[8], #110; Great Northern Extended 

Consols Gold Mining Co. NL, £1 shares, 190[8], #2988; Victorian Mining Co. Ltd., £1 shares, 190[1], #148; 

Loddon Deep Leads (Victoria) Ltd., £1 shares, 190[3], #6197, and, New Junction Deep Leads Ltd., 5/- shares, 

190[7], #830. Generally VF or thereabouts (7). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

172 (43553/21) 

Australia: A small collection of Mining certificates, comprising Anglo-Saxon Gold Mining Syndicate Ltd., 

£1 shares, 18[90], #1311. Mines on the Palmer Goldfield, Queensland; Mount Kimo Gold Mines Ltd., £1 

shares, 189[8], #24. Mines at Gundagai, NSW; Palmerston Copper Mining Co. Ltd., £5 shares, 18[88], #21. 

Mines on the Daly River, South Australias; Mount Arthur Properties Ltd., 4/- 'B' shares, [1908], #49. Cornwall, 

Tasmania; Anchor Tin Mine Ltd., 5/- ordinary shares, 19[09], #501, Tasmania; Scottish Colonial Gold Fields 

Ltd., £1 shares, 189[6], #494, and , others (8). Mixed condition but mostly F-VF, a few scarce (14). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

173 (44133/20) 

New Zealand: Blue Spur & Gabriels Gully Consolidated Gold Co. Ltd., Otago, £1 shares, fully paid, 

189[5], no.657, black on buff, very fine and scarce South Island piece. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

174 (36320/453) 

New Zealand: a group of companies comprising Clyde Gold Mines Ltd., £1 shares, 189[6], #215, red; 

Consolidated Gold Fields of New Zealand Ltd., 4 shilling shares, 19[34] (3) and 19[46], green; New Zealand 

Oilfields Ltd., 2 shilling shares, 19[10] (2) and 19[11], black; and New Zealand Midland Railway Co. Ltd., £100 

debentures (4), [1889], black and pink, and £12 10s debentures (4), 1895, mauve and black. The first with 

tear at bottom, others with some rough edges, fine to very fine. (16) 

Estimate £60-80 

 

Europe - Austria 

 

175 (43386/15) 

Austria: Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals: A small collection, comprising "Pharmazeutika" AG, 25 shares 

and 100 shares, 1 Marz 1923, 25 shares and 100 shares, April 1923; "Solo" Zündwaren-und Wichsefabriken 

AG, 1 share, 1 Mai 1904; Vereinigte Drogen Grosshandlungen G & R Fritz-Pezoldt & Süss, 1 shares, 1 Marz 

1907, 1 Oktober 1911, 1 August 1920, 25 shares, 1 Februar 1922 and 1 share 1 Marz 1923; Suchywerke AG, 

1 share, III issue, 1 November 1920; "Areko" AG für Chemische Industrie, 100 shares, 3 Marz 1923; 

Chemischen Fabrik Dr. Erik und Dr Sachsse AG, 100 shares, 2 examples dated September 1922 and 

November 1922, and, "Esseff" Chemische Industrie-u Handels AG, 1 share, Oktober 1922 and July 1923. 

Generally VF-EF (16). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

176 (43386/22) 

Austria: Electricity and Related Industries: A small collection, comprising Oberösterreichische 

Elektrotechnische Werke AG, 25 shares, 21 Februar 1923, 25 shares, 14 Oktober 1923, 25 vorzugsaktien, 26 

Mai 1922; Steirische Wasserkraft -und Elektrizitats AG, 1 share, 15 Dezember 1921, 25 shares, 1 August 
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1922, 1 share, 1 Janner 1926, 4 different stammaktien and also 5 different prioritatsaktien, all 1920's, together 

with a group of 18 more modern certificates of various companies, mostly after 1950. VF and better (33). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

177 (43386/11) 

Austria: Erdöl-Bergbau-und Industrie AG, a series of certificates comprising 50 shares, II issue, 22 August 

1921; 1 share, 25 shares and 50 shares, III issue, 8 Februar 1922; 25 shares, 50 shares and 100 shares, IV 

issue, 6 Februar 1923, and, 25 shares, 50 shares and 100 shares, V issue, 24 August 1923, all with ornate 

borders, text in German and Polish. with coupons. Presumably the oil wells were in Galicia. VF and better 

(10). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

178 (43386/13) 

Austria: Glass, Ceramics & Cement: A small collection comprising Oberosterreichische Glasballon-und 

Flaschenfabrik AG, 25 shares, 29 April 1922; Gmunder Keramische Werkstatten AG, 4000 kronen share, 11 

Marz 1923; Glasindustrie AG Rudolfshütte, 25 shares and 100 shares, 17 April 1923, 25 shares and 100 

shares, 10 Janner 1924, also interimschein 27 Janner 1922; Oberosterreichischen Porzellan Industrie AG, 25 

shares (3), 21 Februar 1922, 4 November 1922 and 13 Mai 1923; Gipswerke Admont AG, 25 shares, 3 Juli 

1922, 100 shares, 1 April 1923 (2 examples); Perlmoofer Zementwerke, 200RM and 1000RM, January 1940, 

and, Stölzle Glasindustrie, August 1969. VF-EF (16). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

179 (43386/18) 

Austria: Iron, Steel and Metal Working: A small collection, comprising Metallurgische Werke und 

Maschinenfabriks AG, 25 shares, 13 Mai 1922, 25 shares and 100 shares, 11 Juni 1923 and 25 shares, 

21Februar 1924; Maschinenfabriks AG N. Heid, 1 share and 5 shares, 30 Oktober 1926; Bechert & Co. Draht, 

Schrauben- und Stahl Industrie AG, 1 share, 15 April 1911; Miierberger Kupfer AG, 1 share, 1927; 

Oesterreichischen Metallhütteen werke AG, 1 share, 4 Oktober 1927; Hofherr-Schrantz Clayton -Shuttleworth- 

Landwirtschaftliche Mischinen Fabrik AG, 1 share and 5 shares, 19 Juli 1926; Grazer Waggon- und 

Maschinen- Fabriks AG, 1 shre 30 Mai 1927, and others (11). VF - EF (23). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

180 (43386/16) 

Austria: Oil and Coal: A small collection, comprising 1 share and 100 shares, 9 Oktober 1922; Lumen 

Petroleum und Bergbau AG, 1 share, 5 April 1917, 25 shares, 1 April 1921, 5 Mai 1923 and 26 November 

1923; Mraznica Petroleum Industrie AG, 25 shares, Mai 1921 and September 1923; Bleiberger Bergwerks-

Union, 1 share, 12 Juni 1926; Steirische Kohlenbergwerks AG, 25 shares, 11 Februar 1921 and 1 share, 26 

Mai 1923, 1 share, 21 September 1927, 1 share and 10 shares, 20 August 1929, and, Trifailer Kohlenwerks 

Gess., 1 share, 1 August 1920, 1 share and 5 shares, 1 Juli 1922 and 1 share, 1 Juli 1923. VF and better 

(18). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

181 (43386/19) 

Austria: Timber & Wood Products: A small collection, comprising Oesterreichische Wald und Holz 

Industrie AG, 25 shares, Juni 1921; Oesterreichischen AG für Holzverwertung, 1 share, 28 Dezember 1920; 

Holz -und Kraftwerke Kohleben AG, 100 shares, 28 November 1923; Köflacher Holzindustrie AG, 100 shares, 

1 Januar 1923; Welser Holzindustrie AG, 25 shares and 100 shares, Dezember 1922; Niederösterreichische 

Holzindustrie AG, 1 share, 9 Juni 1928, and, "Home" Holz Manufaktur AG, 1 share and 25 shares, 1 Marz 

1920, 1 share and 5 shares, 6 Mai 1921 and 1 share, 16 Juni 1922. VF and better (12). 
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Estimate £80-100 

 

182 (43386/14) 

Austria: Transport: A small collection comprising Neue Wiener Omnibus Gess., 1 share, 1 Marz 1873; 

Motoren- und Motorpflugfabriks AG Osers & Bauer, 1 share, Marz 1919; Maawirim Transport AG, 50 shares, 

30 April 1923; Neue Bukowinaer Localbahn-Gess, priority share and stamm-actie, both 15 November 1897; 

Oberösterreichischen Kraftwagen Bertehrs, 1 share 1928; AG fur Internationalen Warenhandel, 50,000 

kronen 17 November 1921; Wien Pottendorf-Wr Neustadter Bahn, 1942; Grazer Tramway Gess, 1 share, 1 

Janner 1922; Climax Motorenwerke und Schiffswerft Linz, 1 share, 5 August 1927; Donau Dampfschiffahrts 

Gess., obligation, 1927; Donau Save Adria Eisenbahn, 1 share, 1 Oktober 1931, and, Chemins de Fer 

Orientaux, 1 share, 1906. Generally VF and better (13). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

183 (43386/10) 

Austria: 'Vita' Filmindustrie A.G., a trio of certificates for 100 shares, 26-Mai 1922, #214901-215000, 1000 

shares, 23 Juli 1923, #2045001-2046000 and 5 shares 22 Oktober 1923, #2257681-2257685, yellow, blue 

and mauve respectively, with coupons. Founded in 1919 to acquire Wiener Kunstfilm-Industrie. Rosenhugel 

Studios in the outskirts of Vienna were opened in 1923. Their last film was released in 1925 in the middle of 

the company's bankrupty caused by the influx of cheaper American films. Together with Sascha Filmindustrie 

AG, 25 shares, 25 Janner 1922, green AEF (4). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

184 (43386/12) 

Austria: Wolford AG, 100 shilling share, Bregenz 1995, very colourful share with nude female in Efgyptian 

dress to right and classically dressed female to left, gold and multicoloured, with coupons. Famous fashion 

house, formed in 1950. EF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

185 (43386/20) 

Austria: A small collection of Industrial Companies, comprising Erlacher Textilindustrie AG, 1 share, 15 

Mai 1917 and 1 share, 19 Juli 1922; Vereinigte Schafwollwarenfabriken AG, 1 share, 1 Janner 1919; AG für 

Bauunternehmungen, 1 share, Marz 1910, 1 share, November 1919 and 25 shares, Mai 1923; Rikola Verlag 

AG, 100 shares, Dezember 1920, 25 shares, 14 Dezember 1921 and 25 shares, 28 Juli 1923; Fromag 

Schweiss -und Konstruktionswerke AG, 1 share, 16 Mai 1922; Velnakup Handels AG, unissued share, 1934; 

Schieferöl Industrie AG, 1 share and 25 shares, 29 April 1921; Gerhardus & Söhne AG, 1 share, 7 November 

1908; "Milka" Handels -und Industrie AG, 1 share, 1 Janner 1927; Elektro Bau AG, 1 share, 8 Juni 1923; 

Wilhelm Kux & Bruder Schuhfabriks AG, 100 sharers, 1 Juli 1928; Austria Werkkunst AG, 100 shares, Juni 

1923; Petrazit AG, 25 shares, 23 August 1922; Kraftwerke Oberdonau AG, 1 share, April 1940, and, Jos. J. 

Leinkauf AG, 1 share, April 1940. VF and better (20). 

Estimate £100-150 

 

186 (43386/23) 

Austria: A small collection of Industrial Companies, comprising Hotel Continental AG, 1 share, 1 Marz 

1916; Heilbad Schallerbach Hotel -und Bau AG, 1 share and 10 shares, 15 August 1922; Karntner 

Wasserkraftwerke AG, 1 share, 1 August 1923; "Gekawe" Grosseinkaufsgesellschaft der Kaufleute, 1 share, 5 

shares, 20 shares and 100 shares, 21 Dezember 1922; Internationalen Spiritus-Compagnie AG, 25 shares, 

10 Juni 1922, 2 different colours; Gast -und Schankgewerbliche Wirtschaftsvereinigung, anteilschein, 1 Juli 

1921; Albag Alpenlandische Bauaktiengesellschaft, 1 share, 7 September 1920, 1 share, 1 Marz 1921 and 1 

share, 2 September 1922; Erste Oberosterreichische Bauern Zuckerfabrik AG, 1 share, 19[23]; Leopold 

Landeis AG, 1 share, 20 September 1926; Versicherungs Ges. Oesterreichischer Phönix, 1 share, 31 
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December 1898; "Siag" Textil -Industrie AG, 1 share, 5 Juli 1928; Bauern Textilfabrik AG, 10 shares, 24 

November 1923 and 15 Mars 1924, and, others (2). VF and better (22). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

187 (43386/21) 

Austria: A small collection of Industrial Companies, comprising Elbemühl Papierfabriken und Graphissche 

Industrie, stamm aktie, 1 Januar 1927, vignette of printing press; Oesterr Dynamowerke AG, 1 share, 11 Mai 

1920, 25 shares, 3 Feber 1922, 50 shares and 100 shares, 30 Juni 1923; Österreichischen Holzapfel- 

Farbenfabriks AG, 25 shares, 16 Jänner 1923 and 16 Juni 1923; S. Rothmüller AG, 1 share, Oktober 1918; 

Wiener Fleischhauer Vereinigung, antheilschein, [1900] and [1908]; "Leona" Schuhfabrik AG, 1 share, 15 Mai 

1918; AG für Glas und Optische Industrie, 1 share, 1 Marz 1923 and 1 November 1923; "Zeverno" Wasren- 

Handels AG, 1 share, Juli 1922; Perka Wiener Sesselfabrik AG, 25 shares, 24 Oktober 1922 and 25 Janner 

1923; "Awestem" Band -und Stoff Industrie AG, 1 share, 19 Juni 1926; AG für Eisenbahnbedarf, 25 shares, 

25 Janner 1923; Eisfabrik für Approvisionirungs -Gewerbe, antheilschein, 1 Juli 1917; Hammer AG für 

Industrie und Handel, 1 share, 20 Mai 1923; Welser Feigenkaffee Malzkaffeefabriks, 100 shares, 3 Juni 1924; 

Graz Koflacher Eisenbahn und Bergbau Ges.., 1 share, Dezember 1939; Vaterlandischen Baugesellschaft 

AG, 1 shre, 31 Mai 1927, and Treuhand AG des Wiener Fleischerhandwerks, 1 share, 31 Dezember 1944. VF 

and beter (24). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

188 (43386/17) 

Austria: A small collection of Trading Companies, comprising Grossverö Handels und Gewerbetreibenden 

Osterreichs AG, 1 share and 25 shares, 1 Dezember 1922, attractive Gothic design; Nordischen Handels- und 

Industrie AG, 1 share and 100 shares, 1 Januar 1923; Internationalen Export- und Import AG, 25 shares, April 

1921, 1 share and 25 shares, Janner 1922, 25 shares, August 1922 and 25 shares, Janner 1923, and, 

Handelsvereinigung Ost Export- und Import AG,1 share, 9 Marz 1922. VF and better (10). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Europe - Belgium 

 

189 (44133/14) 

Belgium: Kingdom, Five-Year 6% Gold NOte, $1000, January 1920, a specimen certificate from the 

ABNCo. archives, Belgian arms top left, allegorical figures in centre, green and black, numbered 0000 

and overprinted SPECIMEN in red, with coupons. Issued for the rebuilding following WWI in which the 

USA took Great Britain's place as the leading World financier. VF and vary rare. [R12*]. 

Estimate £200-250 

 

190 (39358/21) 

Belgium: Belgian Eastern Junction Railway Co., certificate for 10 shares of 125 francs or £5, 1852, with 

original coupons for the 1st to 9th half yearly dividends, arms in centre, black on pinkish grey paper. GVF and 

rare; together with 2 examples of the 5 shares denomination, with usual replacement coupons with dividend 

coupons from 1876, F-VF. (3) 

Estimate £50-60 

 

Europe - Danzig 
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191 (42910/6) 

Free City of Danzig, 6½% State Loan (Tobacco Monopoly), bond for £100, #B10537, large format, City 

arms at top, green and black, printed by Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., with coupons. VF and rare, not cancelled. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

Europe - Denmark 

 

192 (44133/25) 

Denmark: Danish Producers Loan Fund Committee Guaranteed 5% Loan, 1928, a specimen bond for 

$1000, due 1935, from the Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. archive, large format piece with allegorical female at top 

with field of wheat to left and fishermen at right, green and black, with coupons. No issued examples seen and 

this is probably the only specimen available apart from a handful of others with different redemption dates. EF 

and rare [R12*]. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

Europe - Estonia 

 

193 (43553/19) 

Estonia: Eesti Maapank, 4% mortgage bond for 250 krooni, 1927, #13301, ornate border, brown and black, 

with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

Europe - France 

 

194 (44171/10) 

France: A pair of glass companies; Mook & Bole Les Verreries d'Edclairage Electrique, 500 francs 'A' 

share, 1930, #1788, foliate border, torches at sides, underprint of glass blowing works, red and blue, only 

2250 issued, together with Verreries Reunies de la Loire & du Rhone, 500 franc share, Paris 1892, #990, 

large seated figure wearing robes and helmet at left, glass blowing at right, green, pink underprint, ony 3000 

issued, both with coupons. EF (2). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

195 (44171/18) 

France: Automobiles Peugeot, a specimen one tenth preference share, 1911, ornate floral border, famous 

lion trademark at bottom, red and brown, not numbered and only one signature, with coupons. The Peugeot 

family established in business in about 1810 making coffee mills and also bicycles. The famous car company 

was formed in 1896.  

Estimate £200-300 

 

196 (42335/3) 

France: Aux Galeries Lafayette S.A., a group of 10 certificates for 100 franc share, Paris 15 December 

1926, number 1320393 - 1320402, vignette of the large department store top left, red-brown and green, with 

coupons, generally VF and better but the first has some ink staining (10) 

Estimate £80-100 
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197 (43386/5) 

France: Banque Ch. Noel & Cie, 5000 franc share, Paris 1891, #157, OF ONLY 200 ISSUED, together with 

a later issue, 1912, and other private banks (17), some unissued including Banque L. Dupont & Cie, specimen 

1929; Banco Valmex, 1910; Banque Charles Weisweiller; G. Vercoutter & Cie; Banque les Fils d'Henry 

Dupont; Banque Bernard and Banque Brocard. Generally VF and better (19). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

198 (42910/30) 

France: Bateau a Vapeur La Ville D'Annonay ... Magnard et Cie., 500 franc share, 1860, #190, OF ONLY 

220 issued, vignettes of paddle steamers Annonay 1 and Annonay 2, ornate border, black and beige, with 

coupons. The company, founded in the 1820's as Magnard & Cie ran steamships up the Ardeche at a landing 

in the towen of Andance. VF and scarce. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

199 (43553/15) 

France/Italy: Concession & Exploitation des Mines de Fer de L'Isle d'Elbe, 1000 francs share, Year 11 

(1803), #39, scrollwork at left, black on attractive watermarked paper, embossed 50 cent revenue stamp. Iron 

Mines on the Island of Elba, just off the coast of Tuscany, Italy. Became a French possession in 1802. Made 

famous for the place of exile for Napoleon from which he escaped only to be defeated at Waterloo. returned to 

Italy with the unification of the country in 1860.EF. 

Estimate £200-300 

 

200 (43386/6) 

France: Credit Lyonnais S.A., 500 franc share, 25-9-1900, #471280, atractive piece with allegorical figures, 

blue with pink underprint, with coupons. Several endorsement on face, split at fold, F-VF and a scarce early 

date. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

201 (44171/24) 

France: Eaux Minérales Naturelles du Vernet, 100 franc share, Paris 1900, attractive Art Nouveau piece 

with fairies top left, map below, spring bottom right, blue and red, with coupons. Only 2400 issued. Together 

with other French certificates (16) including Credit Foncier Agricole du Maroc, 1920, and Cie. Electrique du 

Secteur de la Rive Gauche de Paris, 1893, Paris skyline at top, with coupons.  

Estimate £150-180 

 

202 (43386/4) 

French Colonial Banks and Credit Societies, comprising Credit Foncier Agricole du Maroc, 100 francs, 

1920; Banque Coloniale et de Travaux Publics, 100 francs, 1907, very pretty Art Nouveau design; Banque du 

Liban, 1913; Banque Franco-Algerienne Industrielle & Commerciale, 1911, and others from Morocco, Algeria, 

French Congo, Madagascar etc. (19), all different. Generally VF and better (23). 

Estimate £140-180 

 

203 (44171/6) 

France: Parfumerie Ramses S.A., a group of 10 certificates for 100 francs shares, Paris 1919, second issue, 

vignette of ancient Egyptian figure holding flower and scent bottle, attractive underprint, green and yellow, with 

coupons. Formed in 1919 with investment from the Orosdi-Back families who had been trading in 

Constantinople and Cairo since the late 19th century. The company were initially successful well into the 
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9102's with their Egyptian themed products but high profile lawsuits from Coty in the industry caused their 

decline and they had disappeared by 1929. UNC (10) 

Estimate £100-120 

 

204 (42335/14) 

France: Paris - France S.A., 500 franc share, 1 January 1927, no.122977, capital 90 million, classic Art 

Nouveau design by Alphonse Mucha, dark mauve with yellow underprint, with coupons, NOT cancelled, VF. 

Estimate £250-300 

 

205 (42335/16) 

France: Paris - France S.A., 500 franc 'A' share, undated but printers imprint for October 1930, #15239, 

capital 130 million, classic Art Nouveau design by Alphonse Mucha, dark mauve with yellow underprint, with 

coupons, NOT cancelled, AVF. 

Estimate £250-300 

 

206 (44171/20) 

France: Paris - France S.A., 4½% Loan, 1930, bond for 1000 francs, #30487, classic Art Nouveau design by 

Alphonse Mucha, black with pink underprint, with coupons, NOT cancelled. GVF. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

207 (43553/13) 

France: S.A. de L'Exposition Religieuse Internationale de 1900, bond for 20 francs, 1900, with the benefit 

of 20 admission tickets to the exhibition and drawing in the lottery for a 40 franc prize, a beautiful certificate 

designed by Alphonse Mucha with huge and haunting vignette of thousands of spectators looking down on 

St.Peter's church in Rome with winged angel rising from the ground, tickets and text to the left, black with blue 

underprint. AEF and rare. 

Estimate £150-200 

 

208 (42910/29) 

France/Belgium: S. A. du Vesuve a Paris, 25 shares of 25 francs, Brussels 1900, #27951-27975, 

photographic vignette of the errupting Mount Vesuvius, ornate border, red and grey, with coupons. Company 

formed in 1899 under Belgian law to build an animated panorama of the eruption of Vesuvius and the 

destruction of Herculanium and Pompeii for the Paris Exhibition of 1900. The cost of the huge Moorish 

pavilion caused the bankruptcy of the company even before the Exhibition had opened and the name was 

changed to Le Transvaal, L'Afrique Sauvage et le Vesuve presumably becaquse of the great press coverage 

of the Anglo-Boer War. From the postcards issued at the time the panorama had now included displays of 

African figures and exotic tribes. The 1 franc entry fee failed to attract enough visitors and the company paid 

no dividends and was wound up soon after. EF and scarce. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

209 (42910/23) 

France: Société Générale des Automobiles Porthos, 100 franc share, 1907, #5418, very attractive piece 

with art nouveau style border including male and female figures, winged figure with wheel at top, further 

vignette of motor car at bottom, green and yellow, stamp at top right corner, with coupons. The company was 

formed in 1905 and built luxury 6 litre and larger motor cars but failed at the onset of WWI. EF. 

Estimate £100-120 
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210 (44171/23) 

France & Spain: A collection of aviation certificates comprising Le Moteur Laviator, 100 francs, 1911; 

S.A.d'Applications Industrielles du Bois, 100 france, 1919; Ecole Nationale d'Aviation, founders share, 1911; 

'Colon' Cia Transaerea Española, 250 pesetas, 1928; Etablissements Borel, 100 frans, 1918; Compagnie 

Française d'Aviation, 100 francs, 1930; Lubrifiants Massilia-Avion, 500 francs bond, 1930 and 100 franc 

share, 1927; Avions René Couzinet, 100 francs, 1928, Cia Española de los Procedimientos W.A. Loth, 500 

pesetas share, 1929, and, Messier S.A., 50 francs share, 1966, most have vignettes. Generally VF-EF (11). 

Estimate £160-200 

 

211 (43386/9) 

France: A collection of Banks and Finance companies operating in South America comprising Credit 

Foncier de L'Uruguay, founders shares, ca1910 and 1927, 250 franc ordinary share, 1910, 1250 franc 

ordinary share, 1938, nominative certificate for ordinary shares, 1946, jouissance share, 1927 and nominative 

certificate for jouissance shares, 1951; Credit Foncier Colonial Argentin, 250 franc bond, 1882; Credit Foncier 

du Bresil, 4 different certificates, and others (12). Mostly VF and better, a few cancelled (24) 

Estimate £100-150 

 

212 (43386/24) 

France: A collection of 69 Banking company certificates, a few late 19th Cnetury but mostly between 

1900 and 1939, some with low issue numbers, including Banque du Bas de Laine, 1908; Banque Levy-Bing & 

Cie, 1870; Banque Latine, 1904; Banque Lilloise 1909, also a collection of modern, post 1950 certificates of 

Banks and Finance companies. Generally good condition, GVF and better. A good basis for extending the 

collection. 

Estimate £250-350 

 

213 (43386/8) 

France: A collection of Banking companies operating overseas comprising Banque Franco-Americaine 

S.A., 1910, 500 francs, steam train, statue of Liberty and allegorical female along bottom, ornate blue printing; 

Credit Foncier D'Orient, 1910; Banque Romaine S.A., 1881; Banque des Pays Scandinaves S.A. (2); Banque 

Commerciale de la Mediterranee, 1920, and others (10). See illustrations. Mostly VF and better and an 

interesting lot (16). 

Estimate £100-150 

 

214 (43386/7) 

France: A small collection of Credit and Investment companies comprising Credit Rural de France, 1875, 

very attractive piece with agricultural vignettes; Credit de Paris, 1881, allegorical figures; Caisse Generale de 

Commerce et de L'Industrie A Gouin et Cie., 1847; Banque de Credit General et Viager, 1873; Cie Generale 

des Caisses D'Escompte, 1856, and , others (15). Generally F-VF and better, a few rare (20). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

215 (43386/25) 

France: A good collection of 99 credit and Finance company certificates, dating from the 1850's to 1939, 

several with vignettes and several with very low issue numbers, includes several issues of Credit Foncier de 

France Credit Mobilier; Comptoirs Hesse & Cie; Le Credit Parisienne, 1881, some with vignettes. Generally in 

good condition, GVF and better. A very useful lot which would be very difficult to put together. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

Europe - Germany 
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216 (43846/1) 

Germany: City of Cologne, 1928, 6% Sterling Loan, bond for £20, a specimen from the Bradbury, 

Wilkinson & Co. Ltd. archive, overprinted with modified terms of settlement in 1953 and twice overprinted 

specimen in red, vignette of Cologne cathedral, blue and black, with coupons, EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

217 (42910/20) 

Germany: City of Dresden 5½% Sterling Loan of 1927, £100 bond, #0440, ornate border, green and black, 

with coupons. EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

218 (44189/8) 

Germany: City of Dresden 5½% Sterling Loan of 1927, pair of £100 bonds, #0281 and #3684, ornate 

border, green and black, with coupons. EF (2). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

219 (44171/14) 

Germany: Bayer Landeshauptstadt Munchen (City of Munich), 7% Loan, 1922, pair of bonds for 5000 

marks, #2807 and 10,000 marks, #15936, very ornate borders, orange-brown and black & yellow and black, 

with coupons. GVF and better (2). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

220 (42910/22) 

Germany: Free State of Saxony 6% Sterling Loan of 1927, bond for £20, #890, allegorical figure at top, 

ornate border, orange and black, with coupons. Only 2000 issued and much more scarce than the £100. AEF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

221 (44189/7) 

Germany: Free State of Saxony 6% Sterling Loan of 1927, a group of 3 bonds for £20, allegorical figure at 

top, ornate border, orange and black, with coupons. Only 2000 issued and much more scarce than the £100. 

Two are AEF, the last with ragged left edge (3). 

Estimate £150-200 

 

222 (42910/21) 

Germany: Free State of Saxony 6% Sterling Loan of 1927, bond for £100, #5891, allegorical figure at top, 

ornate border, blue and black, with coupons. Small annotation in bottom left margin, VF-EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

223 (44171/12) 

Germany: Actien-Bauvereins Passage, 1200 marks share, Berlin 1912, #16410, large vignette of shopping 

parade flanked by allegorical figures, green and black, lacks coupons. A large shopping complex in Berlin, 

Kaisergalerie, built in the neo-renaissance style. It containes a concert hall, hotel, restaurants and many 

shops. It was not a financial success but carried on until destroyed during WWII. EF. 

Estimate £120-150 
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224 (44171/13) 

Germany/France: Bergwerks-Aktiengesellschaft La Houve, 5% bond for 500 marks, Strassburg 1913, 

#10099, ornate border with coat of arms at top, blue andn black, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

225 (44238/1) 

Germany: Manganerzwerke AG, Hamburg, a group of 41 certificates, each for 10 shares of 1000 marks, 

Hamburg 1923, consecutively numbered from 74021-30 to 76991-77000, but interestingly the first has been 

printed incorrectly as 74020 and changed by hand, ornate border, brown, with coupons. Founded in 1921 but 

wound up in 1925. Please note these are NOT from the Reichsbank hoard and are without any hole 

cancellation. From a private source in the UK. Most are EF except the top and bottom examples (41). 

Estimate £200-300 

 

226 (43553/22) 

Germany: Phoebus Exploring Association Ltd., £1 shares, 19[06], #50, signhed by Theodore Matesdorf as 

Chairman, ornate border, green. Formed to acquire Allegemeines Explorations Unternehmen GMBH, with 

Max Steinthal as director. Max Steinthal was a director of the Deutsche Bank. Matesdorf was involved in 

various mining ventures with the Rothschilds but best known as an artist. Died 1909. VF and rare. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

227 (43550/5) 

Germany: Rudolfstädter Erzbergbau-Gewerkschaft, kux-schein, Budweis [1900], #019/003, hammers at 

top, ornate border, blue, black & brown, adhesive revenue stamp. Rusty paper clip mark at left, VF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

228 (44171/11) 

Germany: Saal-Unstrut-Eisenbahn-Gesellsachaft, stamm-actie, 100 thaler, 1872, #1937, ornate border 

with railway scenes, green and brown. A short line commenced in 1872 causing the bankruptcy of one of the 

main banking houses. The railway itself went bankrupt in 1881 and was taken over by the Nordhausen-

Erfurter Railway. The line is now in the hands of a group of preservation enthusiasts. GVF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Europe - Greece 

 

229 (42910/37) 

Greece: 4% Consolidated Gold Rentes, 1889, bond for 500 gold drachma or £20, #15097, large format 

piece with Greek arms top centre, ornate border, brown and black, printed by Waterlow & Sons, text in 4 

languages, no coupons remain. AVF and rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

230 (44171/3) 

Greece: Agricultural Bank of Greece, 25 shares of 100 drachma, 1928, #6376-6400, lovely agricultural 

scene, architectural borders, blue and brwn, with coupons. EF. 

Estimate £50-60 
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231 (44132/3) 

Greece: Societe Athenienne d'Automobiles "Athena", a trio of share certificates comprising 1 share, 

#0335 and 5 shares, 2236-2240, 1920 and 25 shares, 36001-36025, 1924, head of Athena in centre flanked 

by vignettes of a sedanca de ville at left and open tourer at right, text in Greek and French, with coupons. EF 

(3). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

Europe - Italy 

 

232 (43846/3) 

Italy: S.A. Continentale per le Macchine a Vapore Rigenerative Sistema Siemens, one share of 250 new 

Piedmont lire, 1855, #184, ornate border, green and black. A steam engine regulator developed by Carl 

Wilhelm Siemens, later Sir William Siemens, after he settled in England in 1850. This company was the first 

Siemens venture in Italy. About EF and scarce. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

Europe - Lithuania 

 

233 (42383/19) 

Lithuania: City of Wilno (Vilna), 5% Sterling Conversion Loan of 1931, bond for £20, #A4814, ornate 

borders, blue, with coupons, 'original security duly stamped' embossed duty stamp signifying that these were 

issued in exchange for the City of Vilna bonds of 1912 issued under Russian authority. GVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

234 (44133/26) 

Lithuania, Zemes Banko, 3.6% Fifth Series Mortgage bond, 500 lits, 1935, Lit C, a specimen certificate from 

the Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. archive, female peasant working in field, ornate border, text in Lithuanian and 

English, mauve and black, with coupons, small hole cancels, printers' annotation at top. Issued in 7 series with 

varying interest rates from 3.6% to 7%. EF and rare [R12*]. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Europe - Norway 

 

235 (42910/34) 

Norway: Aktieselskabet Den Norske Industri-og Vexelbank, 1000 kroner share, Christiania 1898, #4168, 

ornate border, blue and brown, with coupons. Founded in 1897, along with several other banking companies, 

with an office at Arendal, the company made large loans to local businesses. The crash came in 1899 

triggered by the bankruptcy of Chr. Christopherson & Co. which owed 14 million kroner, much of which was 

owed to local banks. Finally liquidated in 1901. GVF 

Estimate £60-80 

 

Europe - Portugal 
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236 (43172/10) 

Portugal: Associaçáo de Juventude Israelita "Hehaber" Centro Israelita de Portugal, 500 escudo share, 

Lisbon 19[48], #149, unusual piece with bold graphic border of Stars of David, and illustration of youths with 

large sign, brown blue and gold.  GVF and rare. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

237 (43172/5) 

Portugal: Companhia das Aguas Medicinaes do Arsenal de Lisboa, pair of certificates, 1907, for one 

share, #1145, and 5 shares, #4041-4045, ornate borders, vignette of building top centre, green, 4 pages, the 

second showing interest payments until 1968. VF-EF (2). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

238 (43172/13) 

Portugal: Companhia da Fabrica Nacional de Lanificios de Portalegre, Antiga Fabrica de Larcher & 

Cunhados, certificate for 1 share of 100 reis, 1862, #264, attractive piece with vignette of factory, ornate 

border, black, 4 pages, dividend stamps until 1865. This large wool concern had it's origins in the Larcher 

family from the 18th century. The partnership of Larcher & Cunhados was founded in 1826. This company 

was formed during the boom in worldwide company flotations in the 1860's. EF. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

239 (44171/27) 

Portugal: Companhia de Caminho de Ferro de Torres Novas a Alcanena, 50 Reis Share, Lisbon [1888], 

#945, decorative border with vines and scrollwork, steam engine at top, brown. A failed narrow gauge railway 

constructed largely on existing roads, running from Torres Novas to Alcanena in the Centro Region of 

Portugal. It was opened in 1893 and closed in the same year due to financial difficulties. About EF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

240 (43172/11) 

Portugal: Companhia de Corticas de Portugal, certificate for 10 shares of 90 reis, Lisbon 1891, #4301-

4310, large format piece with vignette of men removing cork bark, red, 4 pages.  Couple of edge nicks at top, 

VF-EF, a better denomination. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

241 (44171/21) 

Portugal: Companhia de Seguros Luso-Sul Americana, ADAMASTOR, one share of 200 escudos, [1918], 

#2685, large format piece with shipwrecked sailor in centre after a painting by R. Gamein, blue, 4 pages. 

GVF. 

Estimate £200-250 

 

242 (43172/6) 

Portugal: Companhia de Vinhos e Azeites de Portugal, one preference share, 1920, #0182, ornate 

multicoloured border, green underprint, liquidation stamps on front. EF. 

Estimate £40-50 
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243 (44171/26) 

Portugal: Companhia Nacional de Caminhos de Ferro, 10 shares, Lisbon 1903, #51311-51320, large 

vignette of steam locomotive at top, red, dividends noted at bottom. GVF 

Estimate £60-80 

 

244 (43846/11) 

Portugal: Cia. Nacional de Caminhos de Ferro ao Sul do Tejo, 1 share of 100 milreis, Lisbon 1858, 

large format piece printed on flimsy paper with vignette of steam locomotive, black, text in French, 

Portuguese and English. Barreiro & Veadas Novas with a branch line to St. Albes. GVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

245 (43172/8) 

Portugal: Estabelecimentos Silva & Companhia, one share of 100 escudos, Lisbon 1933, #1932, very 

attractive fishing piece with fisherman and allegorical female watching fishing boats in the bay, border consists 

of rope, fishing line and caught fish, blue-green, 4 pages. VF-EF. 

Estimate £80-120 

 

246 (43172/9) 

Portugal: Estabelecimentos Silva & Companhia, 10 shares of 100 escudos, Lisbon 1933, #1561-1570, 

very attractive fishing piece with fisherman and allegorical female watching fishing boats in the bay, border 

consists of rope, fishing line and caught fish, brown, 4 pages. VF-EF and scarce denomination. 

Estimate £100-150 

 

247 (40166/11) 

Portugal: Jardin Zoologico e d'Acclimacao em Portugal, 20$000 share, second series, 188[904], no.731, 

beautiful design with lion, zebra, ostrich, elephant and other animals around border, black. EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

248 (42910/19) 

Portugal: Lisbon Eelectric Tramways Ltd., 10 ordinary shares of £1, London 190[5], #C2359, large format 

piece with allegorical figures in centre, ornate border, yellow and black, printed by Waterlow & Sons, single 

hole cancel, with coupons. The first of the electric trams in the city, built by this English company formed in 

1899. The Company imported and operated tramcars from the USA. VF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

249 (43846/14) 

Portugal: SACOR - Sociedad Anonima Concessionaria da Refinacao de Petroleos em Portugal, a group 

of specimen bearer shares from the Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. archive, comprising, 1951, 1 share, 1953, 20 

shares and 500 shares, 1958, 1 share, 1965, 1 share, 5 shares and 10 shares, all with stylised oil refinery at 

top, very colourful, with coupons or counterfoil. One of the 5 main companies that make up the Galp Energia 

Group. Sacor was instrumental in setting up installations in the overseas territories of Angola and 

Mozambique. Nationalised after the 1974 revolution. EF (7) 

Estimate £100-150 
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250 (43172/12) 

Portugal: Sociedade dos Vinhos Vasconcellos, 6% loan, certificate for 10 bonds of 100 escudos, Lisbon 

1922, #10241-10250, large format piece with vignette of dog top centre, ornate border, brown. AEF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

251 (43172/7) 

Portugal: A pair of match companies - Companhia Lusitana de Fosforos, 5 shares, Porto 1928, #3436-

3440, building at top, green and yellow; together with Companhia Continental de Fosforos, 1 ordinary 

share, Porto 19[28], #5028, ornate design, blue. Both EF (2). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

Europe - Serbia 

 

252 (44171/4) 

Serbia: Air Traffic Company AEROPUT, 3 shares of 250 dinara, Beograd 1927, #28717-28719, large 

underprint vignette of biplane, border with town views at top and aircraft at bottom, blue-green and pink, with 

coupons. The first Serbian air transport company, formed in 1927 and was the national carrier ofTiny ink stain 

but AEF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Europe - Spain 

 

253 (44133/28) 

Spain: 1924 4% Perpetual Exterior Loan, a specimen bond for 100 pesetas, series G, from the Bradbury, 

Wilkinson archive, profile head left of King Alfonso XIII, Royal arms below, coupons at either side, mauve and 

black, small hole cancels. GVF and unique as a specimen [R12*]. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

254 (44133/30) 

Spain: Anglo Vasco Navarro Railway Co. Ltd., First Mortgage debenture of £20, 18[89], #5775, very large 

format piece with steam train at bottom, coats of arms at top, in English and Spanish, with coupons. Formed 

to acquire the concession to build a narrow gauge line from Vitoria to Durango, the first section being opened 

in 1889. The partly built line was acquired by the State in 1914 following the bankruptcy of the company. EF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

255 (44171/16) 

Spain: Cabo de Peñas, 500 peseta share, Luanco 194[6], #808, lighthouse and fishing boats, two large fish 

to right, green and black, no coupons. A sardine cannery founded in 1898 supplied by fishing companies such 

as this operating off the coast of Galicia. Cabo de Peñas is in Northern Spain domination by the lighthouse, 

built in 1852 but now open as a visitor attraction. EF.Spain: Ferrocarriles Economicos de Villena a Alcoy y 

Yecla, a trio of certificates comprising bond for 475 pesetas, 1902, steam train bottom right, winged allegory 

at left; 1 preference share and 10 ordinary shares, both December 1910, steam train bottom left, buildings in 

top corners, trellis borders, brown & yellow and blue-green, all with coupons. EF (3). 

Estimate £50-60 
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257 (44171/5) 

Spain: Gumersindo Junquera S.A., a group of 12 certificates for 500 peseta shares, Gijon 1952, rope and 

anchor border, flags in underprint. This shipping company was formed in 1918 in the Port of Gijon and still 

exists today as G. Junquera Maritima SL. EF (12). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

258 (44133/12) 

Spain: La Hispano Suiza Frabrica de Automóviles S.A., 500 peseta share, 6th issue, Barcelona 1916, full 

length vignette of female in 'art nouveau' style, motor car in background, red and black. AEF and clear margin 

at right. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

259 (44171/17) 

Spain: La Sociedad Minera La Felicidad, share number 55, 18[42], lovely early piece with vignettes of mine 

buildings and headgear, miners at work underground at bottom, black, 4 pages. EF and rare. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

260 (44171/25) 

Spain: Metalurgica de Vitoria, 500 peseta share, 1900, lovely Art Nouveau piece with floral border, nude 

figures working metal on anvil, green and brown, with coupons. EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

261 (44171/22) 

Spain: Sociedad de Minas Titulada el Trueno, quarter share, 1851, #67/4, lovely floral border, mine 

locations at top with mine entrance, black. A few tone spots, VF and rare. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

262 (42910/24) 

Spain/France: Sociedad General del Puerto de Pasajes, dividend share, San Sebastian 1885, #2989, large 

format piece with panoramic vignette of shipping and port, very ornate border with arms at top, black and 

green, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

Europe - Spain 

 

263 (44171/15) 

Sweden: Malmo-Ystads-Jernvags Aktiebolag, 100 kroner share, 1873, Lit A, #1425, attractive vignettes of 

busy dockside, yellow and black, with coupons. Formed in 1872 to built a line to join the two towns, originally 

in narrow gauge but then changed to standard gauge. Nationalised in 1941. GVF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

Great Britain 
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264 (44133/29) 

Great Britain: Exchequer receipt for conscience money, 182[7] for £13, in the name of Edward Bates, 

secretary to the Board of Taxes, small format piece written in Exchequer Latin and printed in black, on vellum. 

This vellum receipt replace the wooden tally stick which was deemed to have become 'expensive and 

unnecessary' and was abolished by Act of 1783. However the Act stated that the change would not come into 

force until tghe tally cutter died and this did not happen until 1826. However general dislike of the use of 

Exchequer Latin on these receipts and the failure of the Exchequer to modernise led to the abolishment of the 

same in 1833. Conscience money was paid anonymously usually for former avoidance of taxes or other 

debts. Only a handful of these short lived items have been seen, all from the same source and are rare. EF 

[R10*]. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

265 (44133/16) 

Great Britain: Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, 2-Year 5½% Secured 

Convertible Loan, a specimen gold bond for $10,000 dated February 1917, Britannia at top, coat of arms 

below, olive-green and black, printed by The American Bank Note Co., with coupons, overprinted SPECIMEN 

and numbered 00000 in red. Light discolouration at right edge, GVF and extremely rare. No issued or 

cancelled bonds are known [R12*]. 

Estimate £300-350 

 

266 (41556/17) 

Great Britain: Manchester Ship Canal Company, 41/4% mortgage debenture for £1000, 1952, specimen 

certificate from the Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. archives, large format with ornate border and arms at top, 

green, small hole cancels in signature area. Given the go ahead by Parliament for a 36 mile inland canal 

giving Manchester direct access to the Irish Sea, built in opposition to Liverpool's high dock charges. Small 

mark to right edge, otherwise EF. [R11] 

Estimate £50-60 

 

267 (42910/45) 

Great Britain: Sidmouth Harbour Company, certificate for 1 share, 18[36], #358, black printing, on vellum, 

hanging wax & paper seal. Formed in 1836 to build a harbour enclosing 10 acres of land at Chit Rocks. 

Troubled by lack of capital and a severe storm the railway and harbour were never completed, Some remains 

can still be seen today. GVF and rare. 

Estimate £200-300 

 

268 (43138/91) 

Great Britain: Witham Navigation, one share, 18[13], #1180, black printing, on vellum. Trimmed as is usual 

with this issue, VF. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

269 (44133/11) 

Great Britain: Border Counties Railway Company, 5 shares of £5, 185[5], #133, black, green underprint '5 

SHARES'. A standard gauge line connecting Hexham, Northumberland with Riccarton on the Scottish 

borders. Acquired by the North British Railway in 1860. Issued to William Henry Charlton, Chairman of the 

company. EF. 

Estimate £50-60 
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270 (44133/5) 

Great Britain: Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway, £1000 Consolidated stock certificate, 185[5], #3732, 

scrollwork at left, black. VF and rare. 

Estimate £100-120 

 

271 (41614/71) 

No lot 

 

 

272 (41614/70) 

No lot 

 

 

273 (44132/7) 

Great Britain: Gas Traction Company Ltd., £1 shares, 189[4], #78, very attractive piece printed by 

Waterlow & Sons with tramcar at top, minerva at left, blue. Formed to promote gas powered tramcars which 

by 1896 were in operation on the Blackpool, St.Annes and Lytham Tramway, the first in the United Kingdom, 

under the auspices of the newly registered British Gas Traction Company. GVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

274 (42910/41) 

Great Britian: National Motor Cab Co. Ltd., bearer warrant for 25 deferred shares of 1/-, [1909], #499, 

attractive large format piece with early motor can at top left, ornate border, brown and black, with coupons. 

Based in Hammersmith, one of the largest operator with some 250 red coloured cabs supplied by French 

manufacturer UNIC. The boom in cabs was shortlived and the company had to reduce its fleet mainly by 

converting them to delivery trucks. The company was reorganised as National Motor Cab (1922) Ltd., and 

diversified into other areas of the motor trade becoming concessionaires for the KRC light car. GVF. 

Estimate £40-50 

 

275 (44133/9) 

GREAT BRITAIN. Intercolonial Royal Mail Steam Packet Company Limited, 5 shares of £5, 186[1], 

signed as director by Lord George Paulet, black, embossed seal depicting sail assisted steam ship. 

Formed to operate routes between great Britain and Australasia. Name changed in 1865 to the Panama, New 

Zealand & Australian Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, when it acquired the contract to operate the mail 

service between Australia and Panama. Some edge nicks, AVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

276 (43550/2) 

Great Britain: A group of 4 proof shipping companies, comprising Sutherland Steamship Company Ltd., 

189-; Taylor & Sanderson Steam Shipping Co. Ltd.; British and African Steam Navigation Co. Ltd., 19- and 

Norse King Steamship Co. Ltd., Glasgow, 189-, all perinted in black on thick card. The last with a damaged 

corner otherwsie VF-EF and scarce (4). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

277 (42910/48) 

Great Britain: Dry Docks Corporation of London Ltd., £10 preference shares, 188[6], #775, signed by 
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Hon. James B Roche as director, black and red, red paper seal depicting ship in dock. Formed in 1886 to 

amalgamate 28 dry and graving docks on the River Thames in London. Liquidation 1888. Hon James Boothby 

Roche, 3rd Baron Fermoy, 1852 - 1920, MP, great grandfather of Diana, Princess of Wales. VF and rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

278 (44133/6) 

Great Britain: Hammersmith Bridge Company, certificate for one share, [1824], #1203, black printing, on 

vellum, pink paper embossed seal at left. Incorporated by Act of 1824. The first suspension bridge to be built 

over the Thames. Replaced in 1887 by a new structure as the old was too weak for the increased traffic.y 

minor discolouration, GVF. 

Estimate £180-220 

 

279 (44133/15) 

Great Britain: Highgate Archway Company, £50 share, London 18[10], #317, attractive black printing, on 

vellum, red wax paper seal at left. Formed to cut a tunnel through the steep hill at Highgate, North London, 

which collapsed when almost complete, forming the present cutting. The company then built the bridge 

across, which was rebuilt at the turn of the century. GVF and very clean for this issue [R8]. 

Estimate £180-220 

 

280 (42910/43) 

Great Britain: Barned's Banking Co. Ltd., £50 shares, 1866, #1034 scrollwork at left, black. Bank 

incorporated in 1865 but failed during the Overend Gurney crash of 1866. VF and rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

281 (43846/7) 

Great Britain: C. de Murrieta & Co. Ltd., a set of 5% debentures, 1891, for £100, £500 and £1000, large 

format pieces, ornate border, black, blue, green and pink underprints respectively, with coupons. A wealthy 

Anglo-Spanish merchant bank that became heavily involved with finance in South America, joining Barings in 

the rush to provide loans mainly to Argentina. This £1,000,000 debenture issue was to restore the company's 

coffers after finding that Argentine loans were no longer very saleable and most of their money was tied up in 

them. The prestigeous house of Barings was rescued by the Bank of England but Murietta was allowed to fail 

and fade into obscurity.All stuck together at extrenme left edge, EF (3). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

282 (43138/196) 

Great Britain: Commercial Rooms, Bristol, share, 18[14], #158, vignette of porticoed building at top, black 

printing, on vellum, together with a later share dated 1969 and a small book published in 1951 of the history of 

the company frm its founding in 1811 to 1951, 30 pages, cloth bound, a few illustrations. The first President of 

the club was John McAdam, the inventor of Tarmac and the club was in continual use until recent years. In 

fact the certificate has a transfer recorded on the reverse as late as 1974 making this one of the longest 

certificates in general use. The building is now a Wetherspoons Pub. VF and scarce (3). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

283 (44133/8) 

Great Britain: Hope Insurance Company, £50 share, 1807, #36575, £5 deposit paid, attractive vignette of 

'Hope' standing at the foot of a column, scrollwork at left, black. 30mm stain to right of 'Hope' which someone 

has tried to remove, otherwise VF and scarce, hence low start price. 
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Estimate £80-100 

 

284 (44133/17) 

Great Britain: London and Manchester Equitable Loan Company, [5] shares, 182[5], #391-395, black on 

thick paper, small red handstamp. Only £1 was paid on each of the £50 shares and the company was 

abandoned after failing to gain Parliamentary approval. This signed by David Pollock, esldest son of David 

Pollock, saddler to the Royal family. He later became Chief Justice of Bombay. AEF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

285 (41600/2) 

Great Britain: Automatic Gem & Gold Separator Syndicate Ltd., £100 debenture, [1896], #30 of only 100 

issued, red, together with £10 Second 'B' debenture, 190[0], #60, of only 500 issued, blue, the second signed 

by William Lockhart. Owned William Stronaoh Lockhart's patent for the separation by size of various 

materials, mainly used in the mining industry. Together with a miscellaneous group of certificates from many 

countries including Australia, Colonial Finance, Mortgage, Investment & Guarantee Corporation Ltd., 1889; 

Italy, Ferrovia Sicula Occidentale Palermo-Marsala-Trapani, unissued certificate for 500 lire shares, circa 

1905. Many VF and better (16). 

Estimate £80-100 

 

286 (44133/18) 

Great Britain: British Copper Mining Company, certificate for 5 shares, London 1834, no's 1816-1820, 

black printing, on vellum, rules printed on the reverse. The company held a large interest in, and managed, 

Great Wheal Charlotte in Chapel Porth, St. Agnes, Cornwall. AEF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

287 (44132/9) 

Great Britain: Nidderdale Lead Mining Co. Ltd., 2 preference shares of £1, 186[5], #3835, attractive 

vignette of mine entrance and bridge, black, pink underprint. These ancient mines fell into disrepair from the 

1830's following a depression in metal prices. This company took over in 1865 but despite active investment 

the results were small and the mine plant was sold in 1873 to neighbouring mines. Mineral rights acquired by 

Beverley United Lead and Barites Mining Co. Ltd. GVF. 

Estimate £40-50 

 

288 (43443/6) 

Great Britain: North Cornwall Silver, Lead, and Tin Mining Association, 5 shares, £1 per share paid, 

London 1835, #54, black printing, on vellum, rules in lower half with handwritten endorsements of calls paid. 

Tiny nick from bottom edge, VF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

289 (44132/10) 

Great Britain: Cornwall: Penryn Granite Quarries Co. Ltd., £20 share, 186[6], #432, small vignette of 

garnite wagons loading onto ship at dockside, repeated in the embossed seal, black. An ancient town and port 

used extensively in the tin and copper trade. These granite works were established near the river and much 

granite was shipped within the UK and overseas. GVF. 

Estimate £30-40 
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290 (42606/21) 

Great Britain: West Middlesex Water Works, one share of £100, 1812/1813, #2109, showing all 10 

installments as having been paid, large format, black, 4 pages. Issued under Act of 1811 to raise £40,000 in 

shares of £100. Considerable foxing but VF and scarce. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

291 (42910/46) 

Great Britain: Albert Exhibition Palace Ltd., £5 shares, 188[3], #5721-5820, signed by the Duke of Teck as 

director, scrollwork left, black, embossed seal depicts the large exhibition hall and head of Prince Albert. 

Formed to re-erect the exhibition hall from the Dublin Exhibition, next to Battersea Park in London. Soon after 

the opening the company was reorganised as the Albert Palace Association and througout 1885 held many 

shows and concerts. Vistor numbers were not as expected and the Palace was closed in 1888. Efforts to save 

the building were made but eventually it was demolished and replaced by Albert Palace Mansions and Prince 

of Wales Mansions whilst Battersea Polytechnic and York Mansions were erected in the grounds. VF and 

rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

292 (42910/47) 

Great Britain: Alexandra Park Company Ltd., 10 'A' shares of £5, 1863, #15336, black, blue underprint. 220 

acres in North London were acquired to build a racecourse, cricket ground and other facilities. The 1862 Great 

Exhibition buildings were rebuilt there in 1873 and renamed Alexandra Palace. Acquired by Trustees in 1900 

and by Greater London Council in 1965. Ragged top edge, AVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

293 (42910/49) 

Great Britain: Aster Limited, £1 ordinary shares, 190[4], #28, sigtned by Sydney Begbie as director, ornate 

border, green, red seal. The company were licence holders for the French Aster motor car presumably for 

both sales and also manufacture as a range of British Aster cars were exhibited at the Motor Show between 

1905 and 1907. Aster engines were also supplied to many other makes. Begbie Manufacturing Company in 

Wembley originally held the licence for the engines in 1899. VF and rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

294 (42910/38) 

Great Britain/USA: Barnum & Bailey Ltd., £1 shares, (1905), #13591, vignettes of both P.T.Barnum and 

J.A.Bailey, lion and American eagle in scrollwork at left, printed by Waterlow & Sons, liquidators stamps on 

face. Formed in 1899 at the start of the Barnum and Bailey Circus European Tour. The largest in the world the 

train consisted of some 60 railway carriages and operated 3 rings instead of the European norm of only one. 

The origin of the term 'a three ring circus'. Sold to Ringling Brothers in 1906 following the untimely death of 

Bailey. Barnum had died in 1891. VF and rare. 

Estimate £250-300 

 

295 (44132/8) 

Great Britain: Clevedon Hotel Company Ltd., £10 share, 187[6], #10, scrollwork at left, black, red paper 

seal. GVF and scarce. 

Estimate £30-40 

 

296 (41806/20) 

Great Britain/Switzerland: Photochrom Co. Ltd., London un-issued or most likely a specimen certificate for 
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£1 shares, 189[-], hole punched through number and signature strips, beautiful ornate border and underprint, 

brown and black, printed by Fussli in Zurich. This process of colour photography was invented in the 1880s by 

Hans Jakob Schmid (1856–1924), an employee of the Swiss company Orell Gessner Füssli—a printing firm 

whose history began in the 16th century. Füssli founded the company Photochrom Zürich as the business 

vehicle for the commercial exploitation of the process and from the mid-1890s the process was licensed by 

other companies, including the Detroit Photographic Company in the US (making it the basis of their "phostint" 

process), and the Photochrom Company of London. EF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

297 (42910/44) 

Great Britain: Skegness Lumley Hotel Co. Ltd., £5 shares, 188[3], #35, scrollwork at left, black. Built the 

Lumley Hotel in a prime position of the town. Put up for auction but withdrawn as it only reached £6000 and 

the capitakl of the company was £10,000. Still exists. Near EF and rare, 4 known. 

Estimate £40-50 

 

298 (42161/48) 

Great Britain: Uxbridge Steam Laundry Co. Ltd., an attractive copper printing plate for £10 ordinary shares, 

circa 1890, 315mm x 190mm, with contemporary paper wrapper (damaged) and a modern professional 'pull' 

from the plate. VF and unique (2). 

Estimate £50-60 

 

South America - Argentina 

 

299 (43846/5) 

Argentina: Argentine Internal Loan, 1907, a specimen bond for $500 from the Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. 

archives, countersigned by the French Banking Syndicate, large format, coat of arms at top, ornate borders, 

blue and black, with coupons, small hole cancels. VF-EF and scarce [R10] 

Estimate £60-80 

 

300 (44133/21) 

Argentina: Argentine Northern Central Railway Extensions 5% Government Mortgage bond, £100, 

1887, a specimen certificate from the Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. archive, large format piece with ornate 

border in red and black, pale mauve underprint, with coupons, small hole cancels. Repair at left edge just 

touching border, GVF and rare. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

301 (42910/27) 

Argentina: Compañia Tramways Electricos del Sud, 10 shares of 100 pesos, Buenos-Aires 190[13], 

#7191-7200, attractive piece with vignette of American tramcar at top, ornate border and decorative 

underprint, brown and black with orange underprint. Formed in 1907 to build a line in Buenos Aires from Plaza 

Colon to Temperley. The long line used cars supplied by the Saint Louis Car Company of the type illustrated 

on the certificate. The company was incorporated into Corporación de Transportes de la Ciudad de Buenos 

Aires (CTCBA) in 1939. GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

302 (42383/3) 

Brazil: City of San Paulo Improvements and Freehold Land Co. Ltd., a specimen certificate for 1 share of 
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£1 to bearer, circa 1921, from the Bradbury, Wilkinson archive, panoramic view of the City at bottom, ornate 

border, orange-brown and black, numbered A0000, with coupons. Formed in 1912 and known locally as the 

City Company it urbanised several disctricts of the City under the direction of English Urban planners. Small 

hole cancels, EF and scarce. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

303 (41806/21) 

Colombia/Panama: New Granada Waste Land, certificate for 16 hectares, 1861, No.4219, coat of arms at 

top, decorative border, black. These certificates were issued to holders of the old Foreign debt of New 

Granada (Colombia, Panama, parts of Ecuador and Venezuela) which were then in default. GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

304 (42910/28) 

Cuba: Ferro-Carriles de Caibarien, a specimen bond for $1000, 1892, from the ABNCo archives, steam 

train at bottom, allegorical figures in top corners, green and black, numbered 00000 and overprinted 

SPECIMEN in red. GVF and rare. 

Estimate £150-200 

 

305 (44133/4) 

Ecuador: Banco Comercial y Agricola, a specimen mortgage bond for $1000, Guayaquil 1--- (circa 1900), 

printed by ABNCo., allegorical figures, ornate border, blue, overprinted SPECIMEN in red, numbered 00000, 

with coupons. Founded in 1895 and obtained powers to issue banknotes in EcuadorSplit at folds, VF and rare. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

306 (43390/2) 

Mexico: 1899 5% Consolidated Exterior Loan, Gold bond for US$97 or £20, #110977, Mexican eagle at 

top, ornate border, text in 4 languages, ABNCo., green and black, with coupons. VF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

307 (43390/3) 

Mexico: 1899 5% Consolidated Exterior Loan, Gold bond for US$97 or £20, #110978, Mexican eagle at 

top, ornate border, text in 4 languages, ABNCo., green and black, with coupons. VF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

308 (43390/4) 

Mexico: 1899 5% Consolidated Exterior Loan, Gold bond for US$97 or £20, #145779, Mexican eagle at 

top, ornate border, text in 4 languages, ABNCo., green and black, with coupons. VF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

309 (44133/19) 

Mexico: Mexican Central Railway Company Ltd., First Mortgage bond, first series, 1881, $1000, #58563, 

Medxican eagle on flag at top, ornate borders, endorsed on face, with coupons. EF. 

Estimate £60-80 
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310 (41806/1) 

Nicaragua: Central American Association Ltd. a certificate of award relating to Mosquito Land Grants, 

1868, #512, [10000] acres, signed by Bedford Pim as Chairman of the Association, black, blue underprint. 

Pim was a proponent of the Nicaragua Canal in the late 1850's and became a major landowner in Central 

America. An active Naval officer, retired as a post Captain in 1870, became an MPin Gravesend and made a 

Rear Admiral in 1885 and died in the following year. folds F and rare, together with a Poyaisian Land Grant 

certificate for 100 acres, 1834, #G 1298, signed by Gregor MacGregor, large format, coat of arms at top, 

black, split at folds, F. (2) 

Estimate £60-80 

 

311 (44171/2) 

Nicaragua: Cukra River Planting Company Ltd., £4 share, 1914, #5498, green and yellow, ornate border 

with banana leaves, vignette with banana harvesting low centre, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

312 (41806/3) 

Panama: Panama Rail Road Co., certificate for $100 share, 185[71], #16192, small format, black, imprinted 

orange revenue stamp, small hole cancels and ink annotation on face. Formed in 1850 by William Aspinwall, 

John Stevens and Henry Chauncey to obtain a concession from the Government of New Granada to build a 

railroad across the isthmus of Panama. Large numbers of mainly black workers died of Cholera and other 

diseases but the line was finally opened in 1855. Business declined on completeion of the Union Pacific 

Railroad in 1869 and in fact most of the stock was acquired by de Lesseps and his Panama Canal Company 

in 1881. GVF 

Estimate £60-80 

 

313 (44133/27) 

Peru: Banco del Peru y Londres, 8% mortgage bond for 100 libras, Lima 1-, circa 1900, series E, a 

specimen from the Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. archive, steamship at top, ornate border, turquoise and black, 

with coupons, numbered 0000 in red, small hole cancels. GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

314 (43846/6) 

Republic of El Salvador: 3% External Sinking Fund Sterling Loan of 1946, a specimen bond for £50 from 

the Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. archive, very large format piece with arms of El Salvador at top, ornate border, 

blue and black, text all in English, with coupons, overprinted SPECIMEN in red. Top left corner a little crinkled 

otherwise AEF.  

Estimate £60-80 

 

Russia 

 

315 (39412/2) 

Russia: Imperial Russian 3% Loan of 1859, bond for £1000, #74164, Russian eagle at top, black and pink, 

English on reverse, lacks coupons or talon. Creased, some paper loss at top edge just outside the design, fine 

and rare. 

Estimate £100-150 
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316 (42437/40) 

Russia: 1894 3½% Gold Loan, set of bonds for 500 francs, 2500 francs and 12,500 francs, ornate borders, 

brown, blue and mauve respectively, with coupons. VF, the last rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

317 (42437/41) 

Russia: 1905 5% Internal Loan, bond for 5000 roubles, #314639, ornate border, mauve, pink and grey-

green, text in Russian with French on the reverse, with coupons. Issued to fund expenses of the Russo-

Japanese War. VF and scarce top denomination. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

318 (44133/23) 

Russia: City of Baku, 4% Loan, 1919, bond for 500 roubles, series 1237 #39, city arms at top, multicoloured 

border with considerable eastern influence, lacks coupons. Issued during the Civil Wars that developed after 

the October Revolution. Small edge splits, F-VF and scarce. 

Estimate £150-180 

 

319 (44133/22) 

Russia: City of Kieff (Kiev), 5% XXIII Loan, 1914, bond for £500, #1525, city coat of arms at top centre, 

ornate border, brown, green and black, text in Russian, English and French, with coupons. The loan was to be 

issued mainly in London but a small part in Russia. Scrip certificates were issued but not replaced by 

definitive bonds due to the outbreak of war. A small number of bonds have been on the market but this is only 

the second example we have handled, GVF [R11*]. 

Estimate £300-400 

 

320 (44133/32) 

Russia: City of Moscow, 4½% Loan, bond for £1000, #00114, large format, City arms at top, red and black, 

with coupons. Only 725 issued. VF-EF, no damage, scarce thus. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

321 (44133/24) 

Russia: City of Pskov, 4% Loan, 1918, bond for 10 roubles, #866, small format with city arms in centre, 

green and black, with all 4 coupons remaining. Issued during the Civil Wars that developed after the October 

Revolution. GVF and rare. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

322 (42437/36) 

Russia: City of St.Petersburg, 4½% VIII Loan, 1913, bond for £500 or 4725 roubles, #00666, of only 200 

issued, ornate border, text in Russian, English, French and German, multicoloured, with coupons. A few 

pinholes otherwise GVF and scarce. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

323 (44133/13) 

Russia: Provincial Orel-Vitebsk Railway Co. dividend share, St.Petersburg 1870, #41212, large company 

seal in underprint, text in Russian on front and English on the reverse, green and black, with coupons. Heavy 

folds, small wear hole in centre, fine and scarce. 
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Estimate £120-150 

 

324 (42910/32) 

Russia: Soc. Russe des Usines de Construction de Machines Hartmann, 5 shares of 100 roubles, 

St.Petersburg 1897, #08511-08515, 2-6-0 steam locomotive and tender at top, blue and black, with coupons. 

Small ink marks, F-VF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

325 (42910/31) 

Russia: Soc. Russe des Usines de Construction de Machines Hartmann, 10 shares of 100 roubles, 

St.Petersburg 1897, #34901-34910, 2-6-0 steam locomotive and tender at top, red and black, with coupons. 

Small ink marks, F-VF and scarce top denomination. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

326 (43846/4) 

Russia: Lena Gold Mining Company, provisional share certificate, 1917, #11677, ornate border, black with 

pale blue underprint. VF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

327 (42910/25) 

Russia: Northern Wood Pulp and Paper Manufacturing (Joint Stock) Co. 'SOKOL' 5% gold bond for £50, 

1912, #270, ornate border, text in Russian, English and French, brown. Issued in both £50 and £100 

denominations there were probably no more than 700 of these issued. Edge tears otherwise GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

328 (42910/33) 

Russia: Northern Wood Pulp and Paper Manufacturing (Joint Stock) Co. 'SOKOL' 5% gold bond for 

£100, 1912, #237, ornate border, text in Russian, English and French, red. Issued in both £50 and £100 

denominations there were probably no more than 600 of these issued. GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

329 (44101/1) 

Russia: Oranienbaum Sawmills Company, a group of 15 certificates for 1000 rouble nominative shares, 

St.Petersburg 1910, #1110 to #1124, ornate border, blue, text all in Russian, with coupons. The first with tear 

at bottom left, one with small hole bottom left, the remainder generally GVF or better (15). 

Estimate £300-350 

 

330 (43846/15) 

Russia: St.Petersburg Land and Mortgage Company Limited, a pair of 5% debentures for £20, #A16 and 

£100, #B68, both 19[12], facsimile signature of Evelyn Hubbard as director, also with £20 with signature 

of H. Jekyll as director, lovely city view at top, ornate border, mauve and blue, printed by Waterlow & Sons, 

with coupons. H Jekyll was the brother of famous gardener Gertrude Jekyll and Evelyn Hubbard was part of 

the firm of Russia merchants started by his father Lord Addington. GVF and VF. 

Estimate £60-80 
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Canada 

 

331 (42437/21) 

Canada: Canada Permanent Loan & Savings Company, stock certificate for fully paid shares of $50, 

Toronto 18[84], #1057, small format, red, together with another similar but for part paid shares, Toronto 

188[7], #A0484, black. One of several such companies formed during the 1850's. This company also issued 

debentures with coupons from its Savings bank branch in both Canada and the UK. The first a little 

discoloured otherwise VF (2) 

Estimate £50-60 

 

332 (43846/8) 

Canada: Northern Light, Power & Coal Company Ltd., First Mortgage 5% Gold Loan, a group of 13 bonds 

for $1000 or £205 11s, 1909, very attractive large format pieces with vignette of the Yukon and the company's 

power plant and coal mines, green and black, printed by Waterlow & Sons, with coupons. The company was 

based in the Yukon where it supplied power to the district and especially Dawson City. It commissioned a 

specially built Hornsby steam chain tractor to haul 100 ton loads of coal over the Alaska landscape. The main 

power plant was at Coal Creek near Forty Mile. EF (13). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

333 (42910/39) 

Canada: Yukon Territory: Klondike Champs D'Or Syndicate Ltd., £1 shares, 190[0], #1084, ornate border, 

brown and green, printed by Waterlow & Sons. One of the numerous companies involved in the Klondike gold 

rush in the Yukon Territory of Canada. Gold was found there in 1896 and immediately sparked a rush of some 

100,000 prospectors into the region. Gold was soon located across the border in Alaska and the boom had all 

but finished by 1903. GVF. 

Estimate £40-50 

 

United States - Government and State 

 

334 (43559/11) 

USA: 1862 Government 6% Loan, a black and white PROOF $1000 bond, removed from a Bond Detector, 

vignettes of soldier at left, farmer at right, some coupons, on thick card. The American Bond Detector was a 

large book published in 1869 with plates of all Government bonds issued at that date and how to detect 

counterfeits. Nearly all of the bonds are unknown in issued or cancelled form and can only be acquired from 

this book. Broken top right corner otherwise EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

335 (43559/12) 

USA: 1864 Government 5% Loan, a black and white PROOF $1000 bond, removed from a Bond Detector, 

vignettes of naval battle at left, early settlers being greeted by natives at right, some coupons, on thick card. 

The American Bond Detector was a large book published in 1869 with plates of all Government bonds issued 

at that date and how to detect counterfeits. Nearly all of the bonds are unknown in issued or cancelled form 

and can only be acquired from this book.Rounded corners and very slightly toned otherwise EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

336 (43559/21) 

USA: State of Louisiana, 5% Loan, 1836, in favour of the Consolidated Association of the Planters of 
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Louisiana, $1000, series D, #387, eagle at top, black, with attached certificate with coupons, relating to the 

plan of liquidation, 1870. Issued to create capital for the Planters Association so that it cxould lend to 

Plantation owners and merchants. Most bonds sold in England and Holland. F-VF and scarce. 

Estimate £100-150 

 

337 (42437/16) 

USA: State of Mississippi, 5% 'Union Bank' Loan, 1838, bond for $2000, #580, payable February 1850, 

attractive early piece with allegorical figures, bald eagle at either side, paddle steamer at bottom, black, yellow 

paper seal, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

338 (42437/17) 

USA: State of Mississippi, 5% 'Union Bank' Loan, 1838, bond for $2000, #626, payable February 1858, 

attractive early piece with allegorical figures, bald eagle at either side, paddle steamer at bottom, black, blue 

paper seal, with coupons. GVF. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

339 (43559/17) 

USA: State of Tennessee, 6% Loan, 1867, $1000 bond, #6525, signed by Governor William G.Brownlow, 

Liberty at top, eagle below, green and black, with coupons. Split at top edge, AVF and scarce. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

United States - Railroads 

 

340 (43559/27) 

USA: A small collection of attractive Railroad stock certificates, all with vignettes and all cancelled 

comprising Joliet and Chicago Railroad, $100 shares, 3 different types, 18[74], 188[5] and 18[97]; Lehigh and 

New-York Railroad, $100 preferred shares, 189[9], brown and 100 shares of $100, 189[6], green; New York, 

Providence and Boston Railroad, 18[85]; Pittsburgh, McKeesport and Youghiogheny Railroad, 18[88]; Saint 

Paul and Sioux City Rail Road Co., 187[85]; Schuylkill and Lehigh Valley Railroad, 188[9]; State Line and 

Sullivan Rail Road Co., 18[75]; Toledo, St.Louis and Western Railroad, 19[12], and, Utica Chanango and 

Susquehanna Valley Rail Road, 189[9]. Generally VF (12). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

341 (43559/24) 

USA: A small collection of attractive Railroad stock certificates, all with vignettes and all cancelled 

comprising Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, 188[2]; Belfast & Moosehead Lake Rail Road, 18[92]; 

Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Co. in Nebraska, 2 different types, 18[72] and 18[78]; Central Cross 

Town Railroad, 18[909]; Chicago, Rock Island & El Paso Railway, 19[06]; Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St.Louis & 

Chicago Railway, 18[87]; Dubuque & Sioux City Railroad, 188[5]; Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad, 188[1]; 

Hartford and Connecticut Valley Railroad, 188[1]; Iowa Falls and Sioux City Rail Road, 18[79], and, Western 

New York and Pennsylvania Railway, 189[5]. Generally VF and a useful lot (12). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

342 (43559/26) 

USA: A small collection of attractive Railroad stock certificates, all with vignettes and all cancelled 

comprising Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburgh Railroad, 100 shares, 188[6], blue, 189[901], brown; Burlington, 
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Cedar Rapids and Northern Railway, $100 shares, 187[6] and 18[81], green and $100 shares, 187[80], black; 

Keokuk and Des Moines Railway, 18[99]; Port Jervis, Monticello and New York Rail Road, issued but not 

countersigned, 188-; Rock Island & Peoria Railway, 18[78]; Sharon Railway, 187[84] and another of different 

design, 18[92]; Tunnel Railroad of St.Louis, 18[81], and, Valley Railway, 18[89]. Generally VF (12). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

343 (43559/29) 

USA: Boston, Hartford and Erie Rail Road Co., $100 shares, 187[0], #1825, signed by John Eldridge as 

President, steam train at station, black, another, 18[80], #580, different design of steam locomotive, black, 

together with $1000 bond, 1866, also signed by John Eldridge, steam train at top, green and black, 3 

imprinted revenue stamps, with coupons. Not cancelled. VF and better (3). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

344 (43559/28) 

USA: Chicago and South Western Railway Co., $100 shares, 18[71], #2151, lovely panoramic vignette of 

steam trains passing near river, green, adhesive revenue stamp. GVF and scarce. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

345 (43559/3) 

USA: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Co. (IL), a group of 65 certificates for $100 shares, date 

range 18[78] to 18[85] with blue serial numbers, 18[89] to 18[93] with added panel of the Union Trust 

Company at left and with blue 'B' serial numbers and 18[95] to [1898] with red 'B' serial numbers, all with 

steam locomotive in centre, black, various hole cancellations. Generally VF (65). 

Estimate £150-200 

 

346 (43559/22) 

USA: Colorado Midland Railway Co., $1000 First Mortgage 4% Fifty Year Gold Bond, 1897, #7580, large 

vignette of train at riverside station flanked by allegorical females, ornate border, black and green, with 

coupons. There were two distinct tranches of this loan, #1-6750 and 6751-10,000 with differing interest rates 

from the time of issue. This example which is much more scarce has ared endorsement on the face reducing 

the rate to that of the 1st tranche. AEF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

347 (41331/6) 

USA: Grand Junction Rail Road and Depot Company (MA), 6% loan, bond for $1000, #188, lovely 

panoramic vignette of port with paddle steamers to the left, black, with coupons, signed by 3 trustees at 

foot.very fine. VF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

348 (43553/17) 

USA: Hot Springs Rail Road Co., $100 shares, Chicago, 188[8], #68, issued to Jay Morton and signed by 

him as President, steam train passes factory, black, ink cancelled. Construction started in 1875 to connect 

Malvern to Hot Springs, Arkansas. Originally narrow gauge it was converted to standard gauge in 1889 to 

allow connection with the Missouri Pacific. VF and scarce. 

Estimate £50-60 
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349 (42437/34) 

USA: Indiana & Illinois Central Railway Co., First Mortgage 7% Bond for $1000, 1871, #514, steam engine 

and tender at top, black, imprinted red-brown revenue stamp, with coupons. Small hole cancels, AVF. 

Together with a collection of 32 other USA railroad share certificates and a few bonds, dating from 1848 

through to 1968, some unissued, some cancelled. Generally VF and better. (33) 

Estimate £100-150 

 

350 (41331/3) 

USA: Indiana Southern Railway Co. (IN), First Mortgage bond for $1000, 1866, #9022, signed on the 

reverse by Samuel Tilden as Trustee, large format piece with steam train and bridge in distance, allegorical 

figures either side, black, blue underprint, orange paper seal. Samuel Tilden, 1814-1886, 25th Governor of 

New York, lost the 1876 Presidential election to Rutherford Hays despite winning the popular vote. Samuel J. 

Tilden (1814-1886), lawyer and statesman. Chairman of the Committee that ousted the 'Tweed Ring' . 

Governor of New York (1875-7), Presidential candidate in 1876 but lost marginally to Hayes. GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

351 (43559/5) 

USA: Kansas City, Wyandotte and Northwestern Railroad Co. (KS), 5% First Mortgage Gold Loan, a 

group of 13 bonds for $1000, 1888, steam train at bottom, head and shoulders of young girl at top, green and 

black, with coupons, English revenue stamps. NOT cancelled. Incorporated in 1887 and when built ran from 

Kansas City to Virginia Nebraska. Controlled by the Missouri Pacific from 1892. VF (13). 

Estimate £200-250 

 

352 (43559/4) 

USA: Keokuk and Des Moines Railway Co. (IA), a group of 74 unissued certificates for $100 shares, 18- 

(circa 1875), all numbered between 639 and 839, a few handsigned by the president but all are handsigned 

by the secretary, vignette of surveyors on hilltop, steam train passing over bridge in background, black on very 

pale pink paper, all with counterfoil. Formed in 1874 but leased from 1878 to the Chicago, Rock Island & 

Pacific. Hole cancelled but EF-UNC (74). 

Estimate £150-200 

 

353 (43559/19) 

USA: Memphis and Little Rock Railway Co. (AK), 7% Income and Mortgage bond, $1000, 1873, #886, 

steam train at top, ornate border, blue-green and black, with coupons. Tiny edge nick at left, GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

354 (43559/25) 

USA: Middlesborough Belt Railroad Co. (KY), $50 shares, 1891, #29, ornate border, black, red 

endorsement for countersignature in London, the actual piece illustrated in Cox. VF and rare, possibly the only 

example known. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

355 (43553/16) 

USA: Missouri, Kansas, and Texas Rwy (MO/KS/TX), $100 shares, 18[80], #B9322, signed by Jay Gould 

as president, cattle in field, green. Financier Jay Gould (1836-92) became infamous when his attempt to 

corner the US gold market led to its collapse on "Black Friday" in 1869. Cancelled, small punch holes slightly 

affecting signature, GF. 
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Estimate £60-80 

 

356 (43559/30) 

USA: New York & Boston Rail Road Co., $100 shares, 185[5], #32 and another dated 18[59], #185, with 

vignette of steam train left, by riverside, with some print differences, another 18[64], #747, steam train right by 

factory, all black. The first with split by seal, 30mm, otherwise F-VF and not cancelled (3). 

Estimate £50-60 

 

357 (43559/23) 

USA: New York & New England Railroad Co., 6% 2nd Mortgage bond, $1000, 1882, #167, steam train at 

top, black, with coupons, together with 100 shares of $100, 187[86], #8142, $100 shares, 188[6], #9862, both 

black, $100 shares, 188[8], #17076 and another 189[2], both green, the bond uncancelled, the stock 

certificates all hole cancelled. VF and better (5). 

Estimate £50-60 

 

358 (41806/31) 

USA: Pine Creek Railway Co. (PA), 6% first mortgage bond for $1000, 18[85], #1475, signed by William H. 

Vanderbilt and Chauncey Depew as trustees, allegorical figures at top and steam engine at bottom, ornate 

border, brown and black, printed by the American Bank Note Co., hole punched through signature strips, EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

359 (44133/7) 

USA: Rock Port, Langdon & Northern Railway Company, Missouri, 6% First Mortgage bond for $500, 

1890, #32 of only 50 issued, steam train with another crossing bridge in background, brown and black, 

cancelled, no coupons remain.  Cutut close at bottom right just into border, VF and rare. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

360 (41331/2) 

USA: Rockford, Rock Island and St.Louis Railroad Co., Illinois, 7% First Mortgage Bond, $1000 or £200, 

convertible and payable in gold, 1868, #5931, steam train passing through countryside, green seal, black, red 

underprint, imprinted revenue stamps W2 and P5 x 2, no coupons remain, endorsed with 50% cancelled in 

1872. VF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

361 (41896/7) 

USA: South and North Alabama Railroad Co. (AL), 6% first mortgage sinking fund, bond for £200 sterling, 

1873, no.2925, train on railroad at top, ornate border, black, with coupons. VF and scarce. 

Estimate £200-300 

 

362 (43559/18) 

USA: Susquehanna and Wyoming Valley Rail Road and Coal Co., First Mortgage 7% Convertible bond, 

$1000, #423, steam train at top, map of Scranton top right, black, red underprint and seal, no coupons remain. 

Secured on real estate at scranton. Some toning as usual with this issue but AVF and rare. 

Estimate £120-150 
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363 (43559/2) 

USA: Utica and Schenectady Rail Road Co. (NY), a series of unissued share certificates, all of similar 

design with steam train at top but with minor printing varieties, ideal for the specialist collector, the first with 

capital printed as $2,780,000 and with black print on reverse dated 184-; the second showing capital as 

$4,500,000 and with red print on reverse dated 184-; the third similar but re-engraved plate and with red print 

on reverse dated 185-. Rare as issued. Minor edge nicks otherwise EF (3). 

Estimate £50-60 

 

364 (43559/15) 

USA: A collection of Railroad locomotive, wagon and coach manufacturers comprising Jersey City 

Locomotive Works, 7% bond, 1858 $[500], #49, steam train at top, black, green seal, cancelled. Originally 

formed as the New York Locomotive Works, insolvent and reorganised as above in 1858. Failed again in 

1865; Hudson Car Co., unissued, circa 1860; New York Central Sleeping Car Co., 1878; Woodruff Sleeping & 

Parlor Coach Co., 1878; Wagner Palace Car Co., 1895; United States Rolling Stock Co., 1888; United States 

Car Co., Second Mortgage 5% Gold Bond, $250, 1894, also common and preferred stock, both 1894, and, 

American Car & Foundry Co., 1940, mostly cancelled. Mixed condition, F-EF (10). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

365 (43559/14) 

USA: Nimson Forge & Axle Co. (PA), $50 shares, Allentown 18[75], #112, handsigned by Charles Nimson 

as President, vignette of factory alongside railway lines, black, attractive embossed seal. Incorporated in 1871 

to manufacture all types of axles for wagons, coaches and carriages. Nimson was superintendant at Roberts 

Iron Company and the Allentown Rolling Mill before starting his own enterprise. Tiny spike hole in left margin, 

GVF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

366 (43559/13) 

USA: United States Car Company (NH), $50 shares, Concord 188[2], #87, vignette of patent dump wagon, 

vignette of Mathew van Wormer, patentee and coal mine operator at left, green and black. Orignally formed as 

the New England Car Company and name changed in 1881. The wagon has a screw device to tip it sideways 

to offload. A little toned, VF and rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

367 (43559/16) 

USA: United States Rolling Stock Company, 5% Collateral Car-Trust debentures for £50 and £100 sterling, 

1887, #538 and #2996, signed by Adolph Hegewisch as President, attractive bonds with steam train at top, 

brown and green respectively, ABNCo., with coupons, NOT cancelled. Formed in New York in 1871, just 

survived the panic of 1873. Set up a trust allowing railroads to lease equipment. Hegewisch became president 

in 1882 and he expanded the company by building a new plant at his new town of Hegewisch. In difficulties by 

1890 and in voluntary receivership. VF and rare (2). 

Estimate £120-150 

 

United States - Commercial & Industrial 

 

368 (43559/10) 

USA: American Austin Car Company Inc. (DE), 2 certificates for less than 100 shares, [1920], #N01414 

and 5, orange and black. Formed to build small cars on the English Austin 7 chassis but bodied in the USA. 

EF. Together with a large group of mostly modern American certificates but including Tintic Company 100 
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shares, 19[09], 11 examples and less than 100 shares, 19[13], 2 examples, other companies dated 1914 to 

1980's (104). Mixed condition but many VF and EF (119). 

Estimate £100-150 

 

369 (41554/80) 

USA: American Express Company, $500 shares, 186[5], #1596, capital 6,000 shares, overprinted 10,000, 

signed by Henry Wells as President, William G. Fargo as Secretary and Alexander Holland as 

Treasurer, dog in centre, railway terminus and dockside behind, black, adhesive revenue. Usual 

discolouration, VF. 

Estimate £120-150 

 

370 (43559/32) 

USA: American Express Company, $500 shares, 186[6], #1090, signed by Henry Wells, James Fargo 

and Alexander Holland, ornate border, wagon at dockside, dog's head vignette in centre, capital 18,000 

shares, blue and black. glue residue where revenue stamp removed, cut cancelled, GVF and very clean for 

this issue. 

Estimate £150-200 

 

371 (41554/81) 

USA: American Merchants Union Express Company, $100 shares, 186[9], #4712, signed by William Fargo 

as President, loaded wagon speeds away from dockside, dog logo at top left, black, cut cancelled. Usual 

discolouration. VF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

372 (42910/16) 

USA: Amie Consolidated Mining Company (NY), 100 shares of $10, 18[83], #12789, miners at work in 

centre, allegorical females at sides, green and black. Silver minat located on Fryer Hill, Leadville, Colorado. 

VF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

373 (43559/34) 

USA: Anglo Californian Gold Mining Company, a group of 5 certificates for 10 shilling shares, 185[3], 

scrollwork at left, black; together with other British financed companies operating in the USA comprising Agua 

Fria Gold Mining Company, 5 shares, circa 1852, black, on linen; Liberty Mining Co., 1852; United States 

Gold Placers Ltd., 3 examples 188[6] or [7], these with some edge damage. Also a few modern USA 

technology companies (8), but including the American Planograph Company, 190[1], signed by Charles T 

Moore, an inventor and patentee of many typewriters and type machines for the printing trade. Mixed 

condition F-VF (18).USA: Bank of Charleston, South Carolina, a group of certificates for $100 shares, 

18[46], printers imprint ' Draper, Toppan, Longacre & Co.', 18[50] to 18[60], 6 examples with printers imprint 

'Draper, Carpenter & Co.', 18[69] and 18[70], different design without printers imprint, 187[2], 187[3] and 

187[7], printers imprint 'Walker, Evans & Cogswell'; with change of title to Bank of Charleston National 

Banking Association, 3 examples, 18[73] to 18[77], capital $600,000 and 3 examples, 18[79] to 18[91], capital 

$200,000, all with vignettes, cut cancelled. F-VF some better (18). 

Estimate £100-120 

 

375 (43846/13) 

USA: Braniff Airways Inc., a pair of certificates for less than 100 shares, 1972 and 1973, allegorical female 

at top, brown and black. Braniff started in the aviation industry in 1928 flying from Tulsa to Oklahoma City. 
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The Braniff brothers formed several other companies throughy the interwar period and following their deaths 

in the 1950's this company was incorporated in 1966. A contract was obtained to fly soldiers from Vietnam to 

Hawaii for their furlough during the Vietnam War. In 1982 the company was dissolved a reformed as Braniff 

Inc and Braniff International Airlines. GVF (2). 

Estimate £40-50 

 

376 (43559/9) 

USA: Buddhist Mission Society (WA), $50 shares, 190(21)?, #21, handsigned by the reverend Hoshin Fujii 

as President, eagle top left, black, gold seal, Goes print. Formed in 1905 to finance the building of a church 

and school to serve the large Japanese American community in Seattle. Fujii was a prime mover in the 

building of the Reliance Hospital which was opened in 1912. AVF and a rare piece of Japanese American 

history. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

377 (36320/447) 

USA: Copper Metals Company (AZ), a group of 114 6% 20-year Gold bonds of $100, 1910, decorative title 

and ornate border with scrollwork, orange and black, all with coupons. Generally VF and better. (114) 

Estimate £60-80 

 

378 (43559/33) 

USA: Denver Hotel Co. Ltd., pair of certificates for ordinary shares, #221 and preference shares, #142, both 

18[90], ornate borders, brown and blue. Formed in 1889 to acquire the Windsor Hotel in Denver, Colorado 

following the liquidation of Denver Mansions Ltd. The Windsor Hotel, on the northwest corner of Eighteenth 

and Larimer Streets, was built in 1879–1880, partly financed by millionaire Horace A. W. Tabor, one of the 

grandest and most up-to-date hotels in the West. The main building was 125 by 225 feet and 112 feet to the 

top of its tower. The exterior was faced with lava stone trimmed with red sandstone and finished with 

ornamental iron fretwork. Calamity Jane was said to have shot holes in the ceiling when they refused to serve 

whisky to a woman. Following a gradual decline the hotel was torn down in 1970. VF and rare, first time seen 

by the cataloguer (2). 

Estimate £60-80 

 

379 (43846/12) 

USA: Dutchman Run Oil Company (NY), $10 shares, 186[5], #11, vignette of derricks, storage tanks and 

wagons, black, red underprint of capital. Crease top left with very minor discolouration, AVF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

380 (41331/8) 

USA: Edison Electric Illuminating Company of New Brunswick (NJ), $100 shares, 188[5], #29, 

attractive piece with electric generator, telegraph poles and wires and light bulb, blue, embossed seal, 

counterfoil re-glued at left. Incorporated in New Jersy in 1885. Perpetual charter granted in 1900 and 

merged into Central Electric Company. VF. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

381 (41331/7) 

USA: Electric Sugar Refining Company, $100 shares, New York 188[8], #3454, arms in centre, olive green 

and black, English revenue stamp. The company was set up by fraudster Henry Friend who convinced 

W.H.Cotterill, who signs the certificate that he had perfected a process of sugar refining. Cotterill and US 
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investors put up much of the money whilst more was raised in England. The company was wound up in the 

cpurts in 1889 when it was realised that Friend 's invention was only in his imagination. VF and scarce. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

382 (43559/7) 

USA: Gibraltar and Flat Rock Company (MI), certificate for one share, Detroit 183[6], small format, black 

with scrollwork at sides. Formed to build a canal to connect Lake Erie with Lake Michigan which failed to 

come to fruition. The company platted and recorded the village of Flat Rock in 1838, originally the two 

locations of Vreelandt (named after the family that settled there) and Smooth Rock. Small nick at right edge, 

GVF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

383 (42910/17) 

USA: Great Republic Silver Mining Company (MD), $5 shares, 18[84], #799, miners at work in centre, 

black, green underprint. The company was incorporated in Maryland with an office in Baltimore but we cannot 

find the location of its mines. VF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

384 (43553/18) 

USA: Lewis American Airways Inc., 'one mill' shares, 19[36], #9354, figure sits on winged wheel, black, gold 

seal. Paul M Lewis held a patent for an adjustable propeller. They attempted to built an airplane of curious 

design with rotating wings which apparently did achieve flight during a test. The company are better known for 

their collaboration on an automobile - Airmobile - which achieved prototype only and the company failed. VF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

385 (43559/20) 

USA: Maryland and New York Iron and Coal Company (MD), 6% bond for $480 or £100, 1842, #1270, 

black, with coupons, two of which for 1843 have been paid. The Company was incorporated in 1837 with a 

capital of $1,000,000 to establish a plant at Mount Savage, Maryland to manufacture and smelt iron out of 

local ores. The company was founded by an Englishman and much of the stock was held in England. The 

United States government was also to become one of the largest stock holders. Also the first company to 

produce iron rails in America. Operations ceased in 1847. VF-EF and rare. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

386 (42910/26) 

USA: Melissa Ranche Company Ltd., £10 shares, 188[4], #145, scrollwork at left, black. A british company 

owning a cattle ranche in Texas. Like many the company failed in 1893. AEF. 

Estimate £40-50 

 

387 (43559/6) 

USA: Newport Bank (RI), certificate for one share 18[07], #1466, handsigned by Constant Taber as 

President, small format, black. Founded in 1803, the bank was heavily involved in financing the slave trade. 

Converted to Newport National Bank in 1865. Constant Taber (1743-1826), Chief Judge in Connecticut, Navy 

agent under Thomas Jefferson.Moved to Rhode Island and became President of the State House of 

Representatives. Leiutenant Governor of Rhode Island, 1807 and 1808. VF. 

Estimate £60-80 
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388 (43553/23) 

USA: Philadelphia and Lancaster Turnpike Road, one share, 179[5], #275, signed by William Bingham 

as President, vignette of horse and wagon approching toll gate, black printing, on vellum. GVF and a good 

clean copy. 

Estimate £250-300 

 

389 (44171/9) 

USA: Playboy Enterprises Inc. (DE), less than 100 shares common stock, [1979], #CF23528, facsimile 

signature of Hugh Hefner as President, nude girl reclining, her long hair and arm placed to ensure the 

necessary modesty, bunny logo at bottom, brown and black. EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

390 (44171/8) 

USA: Playboy Enterprises Inc. (DE), common stock certificate, [1981], #NB6032,facsimile signature of 

Hugh Hefner as President, nude girl reclining, her long hair and arm placed to ensure the necessary 

modesty, bunny logo at bottom, blue and black. Small repaired tear at top otherwise EF. 

Estimate £60-80 

 

391 (44171/7) 

USA: Playboy Enterprises Inc. (DE),a specimen certificate for 100 shares common stock, circa 1980, 

facsimile signature of Hugh Hefner as President, nude girl reclining, her long hair and arm placed to 

ensure the necessary modesty, bunny logo at bottom, olive green and black, overprinted SPECIMEN several 

times. Hole cancelled over signatures, EF and scarce. 

Estimate £80-100 

 

392 (41806/27) 

USA: Quincy Insurance Co., certificate for $1 paid per share, Quincy, Illinois 1836, small piece, decorative 

border, black printing. AVF 

Estimate £50-60 

 

393 (43559/8) 

USA: Real Estate Bank of the State of Arkansas, $100 shares, 18[39], #43, scrollwork border, black. 

Appears to be an official copy as signatures of the President and Cashier are in the same hand. Formed in 

1836 as a State sponsored bank in which the capital was to be provided by the State by the issue of coupon 

bonds. Riddled with mismanagement and corruption until the State took control in 1855. A little toned and 

brittle with some chipping otherwise EF. 

Estimate £50-60 

 

394 (43846/9) 

USA: Stanley Aerial Navigation Company (CA), $1 shares San Francisco 190[1], #1024, 'Justice' seated in 

centre, black, green underprint, gold seal. Company formed in 1899 to build an airship to Charles Stanley's 

design. The aluminium body was to be 228 feet and 56 feet in diameter and filled with gas, enought to list its 

13,000 pound weight. Nothing had been built by the time the company passed to the newly formed California 

Aerial Navigation Company in late 1901. However it seems Stanley was more interested i selling stock than 

building his craft as another company, the Mexican Aerial Navigation Company was formed in Arizona for the 

same purpose. Not to be confused with the Stanley Airship that successfully flew in England we can find no 

record of Charles Stanley ever producing his. GVF and scarce. 
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Estimate £60-80 

 

395 (41331/9) 

USA: Stockton and Mokelumne Canal Company,  $100 shares, 190[17], #118, eagle top left, blue and 

black, gold seal, Goes printing. Incorporated in 1899 as an irrigation canal, drawing its water from the 

Mokelumne River with its headworks at Woodbridge, San Joaquin Valley, California. The Woodbridge 

Irrigation District is formed in 1924 and acquires the Canal in 1928. Split at folds, VF and scarce. 

Estimate £40-50 

 

 


